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Abstract
The invention of the Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and the development

of supramolecular protocols on solid surfaces have promoted the research in
the field of two-dimensional systems. Both are key to discover and study
organic nanostructures resulting in flexible nanodevices due to their tunable
morphologies. Among them, metal-organic assemblies stand out as they are
able to form strong but reversible bonds. This intermediate strength intensity
allows the growth of almost defect-free long-range ordered structures. More-
over, the choice of their building blocks and the underlying substrate can guide
the growth of networks into preferential geometries featuring different functio-
nalities.

Metal-organic networks displaying mixed honeycomb-kagome sublattices
have been theoretically predicted to be organic topological insulators. This
implies hosting topologically protected edge states, however, such states have
never been experimentally observed. Here, we present 8 different networks that
consist of mixed honeycomb-kagome sublattices with identical topography by
varying their coordination atoms and underlying substrate. A detailed study of
their electronic properties is presented in Chapters 3 and 4. We reveal the first
experimental demonstration of an electronic band in a two-dimensional metal-
organic network that is significantly conditioned by the underlying substrate.
The edge states were in all cases absent even in those substrates with mini-
mal interaction with the network. We assign this absence to slight structural
distortions that break mirror and inversion symmetries, thereby hindering the
OTI realization.

When magnetic atoms are incorporated into the 2D networks, interesting
phenomena arise due to the low coordination environment and their collec-
tive electronic condition. In Chapter 5, the networks magnetism is studied
by means of synchrotron based X-ray techniques. Interestingly, one of them,
Fe+DCA/Au(111), is experimentally found to be the first metal-organic 2D
ferromagnet with the behavior of an Ising model system.

Finally, the capability of one of these networks as template for the growth
of 3d and 4f metals nanostructures is probed in Chapter 6. We find that
the periodicity and size of these structures are affected and tuned to a certain
degree by a proper choice of the preparation parameters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The human interest in using materials to fabricate new tools dates back to
our ancestors. Indeed, Prehistory periods bear the names of the materials as
the society of the time learnt to work and manage them. In the Stone Age
(∼ 2.5 millions of years ago), cutting tools or weapons were fabricated with
stone for the first time. Later on, in the Metal Age, some of the properties of
these instruments were improved by its fabrication with copper, bronze or iron.
In the recent decades, the necessity of developing new materials with tailored
functionalities or the continuous aim of device miniaturization has promoted
the research of matter in the nanoscale. Nanoscience and Nanotechnology field
comprises the growth, manipulation, observation and analysis of materials with
at least one of their dimensions in the range of 100−0.1 nm. Such challenge be-
came possible by the construction and development of specific instrumentation
that allows manipulating and observing matter in the nanoscale. A big step
through this objective occurred with the invention of the Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy (STM).

The Scanning Tunneling Microscopy was realized in 1981 in IBM Zürich
by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer, which made them winners of the Nobel
Prize [1, 2]. The development of this sophisticated tool allowed the visuali-
zation and analysis of surface structures down to the atomic level. In 1983,
Binnig et al. resolved the structure of Si(111) 7 × 7 reconstruction, showing
its capability to image metallic surfaces with atomic resolution [3] (Fig. 1.1a).
For the first time, an organic single molecule, copper phthalocyanine, was ima-
ged with a STM by Gimzewski et al. in 1987 [4] (Fig. 1.1b). Two years
later, higher resolution images of those molecules that revealed intramolecu-
lar details were obtained [5], opening a wide range of possibilities in the field

1
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 1.1: Main milestones in the initial stages of STM. a) Determination of the
Si(111) 7 × 7 structure [3]. b) First copper phtalocyanine imaged with a STM [4].
c) First evidence of atomic manipulation: Xe atoms precisely positioned on a Ni
substrate forming IBM initials [6]. d) Quantum corral formed with 48 Fe atoms on
a Cu(111) substrate. The electronic standing wave patterns due to the confinement
can be observed [7].

of supramolecular chemistry. Far from being only a powerful imaging instru-
ment, STM has been used to manipulate single atoms on metallic surfaces. In
1990, Eigler et al. precisely positioned single Xe atoms on a Ni surface at low
temperature (LT) [6] (Fig. 1.1c). It was three years later that Crommie et al.
constructed a quantum corral formed by 48 Fe atoms on a Cu(111) surface and
imaged the confinement of the surface electrons into this corral [7] (Fig. 1.1d).
Furthermore, in the years following the STM invention, several STM-related
methods were developed, such as the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [8], that
allowed studying insulating samples (for example viruses), or Magnetic Force
Microscopy (MFM) [9].

In addition to these instruments, methods for the growth of extended
nanostructures were developed in order to ease its transition to industrial tech-
nological devices. These methods can be classified in two different approaches:
top-down or bottom-up. Top-down fabrication is a subtraction method that in-
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cludes lithography, printing or stamping. To reach precision in the nanometer
scale, high energy electron-beams or X-rays are required, which raises the costs
of these techniques and the time required to obtain extended structured areas.
Instead, bottom-up fabrication methods start from molecules or atoms that
interact to each other and self-assemble into larger structures [10]. In surface
science, those are typically deposited on a flat metallic surface where thermal
diffusion is activated. The resulting structures can be classified depending on
the strength of the interactions taking place between building blocks.

In covalent assemblies, molecules form stable and irreversible bonds that
do not allow error correction [11]. In spite of this, on-surface synthesis is
nowadays widely used for the synthesis and characterization of covalent or-
ganic frameworks [12], graphene nanoribbons [13] and related nanostructures
[14]. At the other extreme there are non-covalent, purely molecular assem-
blies. These are usually formed by electrostatic interactions (hydrogen bonds
or similar) between organic molecules. The weakness of these bonds allows
error correction, which at times results in the formation of well-ordered struc-
tures [15–17]. Finally, metal-organic interactions are of intermediate strength
and are produced typically between metallic atoms and functional groups of
organic molecules. They form strong but reversible bonds, which can result
in extended, well-ordered structures. These networks are particularly interes-
ting since the presence of metallic atoms can add some functionalities to the
nanostructure due to their physical properties, such as high spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) or magnetic moment, among others.

The self-assembly of organic molecules and coordination atoms upon subse-
quent or co-evaporation on a surface can result in the growth of two-dimensional
metal-organic frameworks (2D-MOFs). The finite temperature in the substrate
provides kinetic energy to the molecules and coordination atoms, allowing for
error correction in the arrays. In some particular cases this allows the growth
of almost defect-free, long-range ordered structures [18–20]. The molecules
used for this purpose are mostly planar and contain backbones with aromatic
rings, which guarantees their adsorption on the surface in a flat configuration,
remaining confined in 2D (see Fig. 1.2a). In this way, their functional groups
undergo lateral interactions with other molecules or coordination atoms. Co-
ordination atoms are metal elements that usually change their oxidation state
due to charge transfer with the surface and molecules, which promotes the
bond with the molecular functional groups. The coordination motifs are con-
ditioned by the type of coordination metal: 3d metals usually display 2−, 3−
or 4−fold bonds [21–23] while 4f usually display a higher coordination number
[24–26]. Moreover, the symmetry and electronic properties of the underlying

3
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 1.2: Structures of self-assembled 2D metal-organic networks formed on noble
metal surfaces. a) Porous honeycomb network with its schematic model. Figure
adapted from Ref. [34]. b) Honeycomb lattices with tunable cavity size through
molecular length selection [32]. c) One- or two-dimensional metal-organic assemblies
guided by their relative stoichiometry [30]. d) Rectangular lattices with tunable cavity
size [33].

substrate can guide the growth of 2D-MOFs [27–29].

The mixing of these constituents opens a range of possibilities in the ge-
neration of 2D-MOFs with different architectures, potentially interesting for
their functionalities (see Fig. 1.2). For example, we can modify the building
blocks ratio (atoms vs. molecules) deposited on the surface with the purpose
of growing tailored structures with different coordination and forming, for ex-
ample 2D or 1D arrays [30, 31] (see Fig. 1.2c). Likewise, the periodicity of
a structure can also be modified by the deposition of molecules with larger
or shorter backbones, generating nanocavities with tunable cavity size [32, 33]
(see Fig. 1.2b, d).

These geometrical differences influence the fundamental electronic or mag-
netic properties of the metal-organic networks. Particularly, the magnetic
properties of 2D-MOFs containing magnetic atoms have provoked interest due
to the possibility of easily forming extended ordered arrays of unclustered sin-
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gle atoms. Moreover, their particular ligand environment and decoupling from
the substrate can promote enhanced orbital magnetic moments and higher
anisotropies. The presence of magnetic moments in a 2D-MOF with Fe as
coordination atom was first predicted by Density Functional Theory (DFT)
by Seitsonen et. al. [35]. Later on, Gambardella et. al. detected by X-
ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism
(XMCD) measurements the presence of such magnetic moments in Fe atoms
embedded in a 2D-MOF for the first time [36]. Since then, a wide variety of
magnetic phenomena has been reported. The magnetic properties of 2D-MOFs
can be tuned by modifying the coordination atom, the underlying substrate or
molecular ligands and can induce changes in the magnetic anisotropy [37] but
mainly in the type and intensity of magnetic coupling [38–41].

Metal-organic networks have also been employed as templates for the growth
of more complex structures. Particularly, porous networks are potentially in-
teresting to host molecules on their pores. This occurs whenever the pore
guests bind weakly to the network, but stronger to the exposed substrate in
the nanocavity. Molecules such as C60 [42], sexiphenyl-dicarbonitrile [43] or
Co-(1,3,5-tris(pyridyl)benzene) [44] have been confined in the nanocavities of
2D-MOFs. Furthermore, 2D-MOFs have also been used as template to the
growth of nanostructured metals. Small quantities of atoms can be accommo-
dated on or below network components (molecules or coordination atoms) [45,
46], but also within pores [47, 48].

One of the most studied aspects of 2D-MOFs, both experimentally and
theoretically, are their electronic properties, that are modulated through dif-
ferent structural modifications. Frontier molecular orbitals, highest occupied
(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO), undergo elec-
tronic changes upon their bond with metallic coordination atoms [30, 49–51].
Wang et al. reported an accumulative downshift of unoccupied molecular states
in 1,3,5-tris(pyridyl)benzene upon an increasing number of coordination bonds
with Cu adatoms [52]. Moreover, the molecule-substrate interactions can also
strongly modify the network electronic structure [34, 52].

In the last years, the topological properties of 2D-MOFs are being studied
because of their fundamental interest [53–57]. Topological insulators constitute
a recently discovered class of materials with potential applications in relevant
fields of condensed matter and material science, such as quantum computa-
tion and optoelectronics [58–64]. They differ from regular insulators in their
conducting edge or surface states (SS) located within bulk band gaps. Their
non-trivial band topology generates such spin-textured low dimensional states.
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The topological protection of such states stems from the conservation of the
system’s time reversal symmetry that preserves them from defects or structural
perturbations. The non-trivial topology of these edge/surface states originates
in the SOC that exists in these materials. These states connect two energy
separated “bulk” bands thereby providing spin polarized currents with selective
directional transport.

c)

e)

a) b)HONEYCOMB KAGOME

d)

f)

Figure 1.3: Examples of mixed honeycomb-kagome lattices theoretically proposed as
OTIs. Schematic a) honeycomb and b) kagome lattices. In c) the coordination atoms
form a kagome sublattice and the organic molecules, a honeycomb sublattice, while in
d) it is the other way round. Adapted from references: c) [53], d) [55]. e) Theoretical
band structure calculated by DFT for the free-standing network presented in d. The
Dirac point coincides with the Fermi level resulting in an intrinsic OTI. f) Edge states
(marked with purple) within the SOC gaps. Adapted from Ref. [55].
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Inspired by such compelling quantum properties and physical effects, the
2D organic-based material counterparts to topological insulators are being
keenly sought. As a result, several 2D-MOFs have been theoretically pro-
posed and coined as organic topological insulators (OTIs) (see Fig. 1.3) [53–
57]. These theoretical constructions are periodic, free standing 2D-MOFs, dis-
playing a combination of kagome and honeycomb structures (see Fig. 1.3a,
b). These arrays can be generally named as mixed honeycomb-kagome (MHK)
lattices even when they do not present protected topological properties. The
metal centers should be responsible for providing the necessary SOC to the
system to generate the topologically non-trivial edge states. Their electronic
band structure is characterized by a multi-band manifold made up of two dis-
persive bands meeting at a (gapped) Dirac point and a flat band (see Fig.
1.3e). A different dispersion (with its own energy-momentum dependence) is
expected for the edge states that connects these gapped “bulk” states within
the multi-bands (see Fig. 1.3f).

Several examples of MHK lattices have been experimentally grown on dif-
ferent substrates [65–69] and their electronic properties studied locally by scan-
ning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). Similar to 2D inorganic topological insula-
tors, their protected states should appear as one-dimensional (1D) conducting
edge states visible at the border of the 2D domains [70, 71]. Despite employing
different strategies, such as the use of decoupling layers [65] or coordination
atoms with significant SOC [66], the edge states are to date elusive and await
experimental validation in all proposed OTIs. This absence has been assigned
to substrate induced Rashba effect closing the gap [67], but such an explanation
drops its generality for networks formed atop decoupling layers [65].

This thesis focuses on the growth and characterization of MHK networks
using 9,10-dicyanoanthracene (DCA) as the only molecular precursor. Its topo-
logical, electronic and magnetic properties are explored in depth as well as its
capability to be used as template for the growth of nanostructured metals.
After this Introduction, Chapter 2 presents the main experimental techniques
used along this work. Chapter 3 reports the study by angle-resolved photoe-
mission spectroscopy (ARPES), STM and STS of the electronic and topological
properties of a MHK lattice composed of DCA and Cu adatoms that is the-
oretically predicted to be an OTI. In Chapter 4, by changing the substrate
and coordination atom, we disentangle the electronic properties of such net-
works and their interaction with the different substrates, looking again into
their OTI character. The magnetic properties of selected 2D-MOFs coordi-
nated with magnetic atoms are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 shows the
capabilities of these MHK lattices to nanostructure magnetic 3d and 4f met-
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Table 1.1: Summary of the samples studied along this thesis by chapters. Columns
classify by substrates and rows by coordination atom or nanostructured metal.

Cu(111) Ag(111) Au(111) Bi2Te3

Cu+DCA chapter 3 chapter 4 chapter 4
Co+DCA chapters 4/5 chapters 4/5 chapter 4
Fe+DCA chapters 4/5 chapters 4/5
Sm/(Cu+DCA) chapter 6
Fe/(Cu+DCA) chapter 6

als when used as templates, providing also interesting magnetic properties.
Finally, the main conclusions are presented in Chapter 7 and a summary in
Spanish in Appendix A.

Table 1.1 summarizes all the studied samples classified by chapters. Since
all the structures are formed with DCA molecules, each row corresponds to dif-
ferent coordination atoms, while the columns refer to the substrates. Finally,
the two bottom rows indicate the templating effect of Cu+DCA/Cu(111) net-
work upon metal evaporation.
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Chapter 2

Experimental techniques

In this chapter we introduce the main experimental techniques used in this
thesis. The first part gives an introduction on ultra-high vacuum (UHV) sys-
tems and the laboratory setup where most of the STM and low energy electron
diffraction (LEED) experiments have been performed in-situ. Sample prepa-
ration is also detailed. The second part describes the main techniques used
for morphological characterization, both in the long range scale (LEED) and
locally (STM). In the third part, the spectroscopic techniques are introduced:
STS, which is an extension of STM and studies the local density of states
(LDOS), as well as XAS/XMCD and ARPES, spectroscopic techniques per-
formed at synchrotron facilities. They provide spatially averaging information
on the magnetic and electronic structure of the studied systems.
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2.1 Ultra-High Vacuum Chambers

Atomically precise fabrication of 2D nanostructures and working with ultra-
pure surfaces requires maximum cleanliness conditions. Sample contamination
or adsorbates have to be avoided during the experiments. To this end, UHV
conditions are required, which means pressures of the order of 10−10 mbar.
UHV multichamber systems are used to keep sample cleanliness during its
preparation and characterization. To get such an environment, different vac-
uum pumps are used: roughing pumps (to get 10−1 mbar) and turbo-molecular
pumps (to lower the pressure down to 10−11 mbar). Then, ionic and titanium
sublimation pumps help to maintain these pressures.

Most of the experiments carried out during this thesis were performed
at our home lab, which is located at the Advanced Microscopies Laboratory,
within the Institute of Nanoscience and Materials of Aragon (University of
Zaragoza-Spanish Research Council). It consists of an Omicron Nanotechno-
logy equipment, that is mainly composed of a preparation chamber and a STM
chamber (see Fig. 2.1). In the preparation chamber, sample cleaning, molecule
and metal evaporation and a preliminary characterization with LEED can be

STM chamber

preparation chamber
evaporators

LEED

Figure 2.1: Lab setup composed of two main chambers. The STM chamber contains
the STM itself and cryostats for liquid N2 and He. The preparation chamber con-
tains the tools necessary for sample cleaning, LEED characterization and different
evaporators. A load-lock chamber for fast substrate exchange completes the setup.
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9,10-dicyanoanthracene (DCA)

N

C

H

a) c)b)

QL

Bi
Te

Figure 2.2: a) Ideal atomic structure of metallic fcc (111)-terminated substrates, b)
Layered structure of Bi2Te3 substrate, c) 9,10-dicyanoanthracene (DCA) molecule
stick-ball model.

performed. The STM chamber contains the STM itself connected to an inner
cryostat (generally filled with liquid He in order to keep samples at 4.2 K)
that is thermally shielded by an outer one (filled with liquid N2). A load lock
chamber to insert or remove substrates from the UHV chambers completes the
system.

2.2 Sample preparation

Surface science experiments demand clean and atomically flat monocrystals
as substrates for good quality sample preparation. To get rid of defects and
contamination, metallic substrates (see Fig. 2.2a) are cleaned through subse-
quent cycles of ion sputtering and annealing. During the sputtering process,
an atmosphere of 10−6 mbar of Ar gas is introduced to the vacuum chamber.
It is ionized and directed to the sample with a sputter gun at 1−2 kV and with
an incident angle of 55◦ with respect to the crystal surface normal. During this
process, the outermost atomic layers of the substrate are removed and a very
rough surface is produced. A subsequent annealing provides thermal energy
to reorder and recover atomically flat terraces of the surface. The temperature
needed for this process varies for the noble metals we used during this thesis:
it was required 820 K for Au(111) and Cu(111) and 620 K for Ag(111).

In Chapter 4, topological insulators, such as Bi2Te3, are also used as sub-
strates (see Fig. 2.2b). Since they are layered materials, their surface prepara-
tion is different from the metallic substrates one. It consists of an exfoliation
with adhesive tape performed under ultra-high vacuum conditions, in our case
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QMB

Crucible with
molecules

Filament

Thermocouple

Figure 2.3: Homemade molecular evaporator consisting of a quartz crucible with
a filament and thermocouple. A quartz micro-balance (QMB) located next to the
crucible provides a control on the evaporation rate.

at the load lock chamber. The optically visible removal of many quintuple
layers (QL) provides atomically fresh terraces on the surface.

The molecule used throughout this work to form the studied 2D-MOF is
DCA (Figure 2.2c). DCA consists of an anthracene backbone and two cyano
groups whose electric dipoles promote their bond with the coordination metal
atoms. Molecular evaporation is carried out with a homemade evaporator
made up of a Knudsen cell, shown in Figure 2.3. A quartz crucible is held
in place by several filament windings to provide homogeneous heating inside
it. The crucible also contains a thermocouple to measure the temperature
as close to the DCA powder as possible. Close to the crucible, a quartz mi-
crobalance (QMB) allows us to control the molecular evaporation rate very
precisely. When molecules reach ∼ 80◦C they are sublimated into the cham-
ber and stick on the substrate that is facing the crucible. The rate we use to
prepare these 2D-MOFs ranges between ∼ 0.025 ML/min to ∼ 0.075 ML/min.
Due to the molecules low vapor pressure, the evaporator is kept behind a valve
and pumped by an external pump, and it is only opened to the preparation
chamber during evaporation onto the substrate of interest.

Metal evaporation is performed with commercial e-beam evaporators from
a rod in the case of Fe and Co or from a crucible in the case of Cu and Sm.
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2.3 Low Energy Electron Diffraction

LEED is a diffraction technique used to determine surface structures, since
their reciprocal lattice pattern can be directly imaged. It yields information on
the periodicity and symmetry of surface structures with respect to the substrate
unit cell [72]. This technique is based on the diffraction of monochromatic
electrons. According to the particle-wave duality, the de Broglie wavelength
of an electron can be calculated as λ = h/p; where h is the Plank’s constant
and p the electron linear momentum. For non-relativistic velocities, p = mev,
where me is the electron mass and v its velocity. Then:

λ =
h

mev
=

h√
2Ekinme

, (2.1)

where Ekin is the kinetic energy of electrons. Therefore, the wavelength in
nm units of a monochromatic beam of electrons can be calculated from their
kinetic energy as:

λ[nm] ≈

√
1.5

E[eV ]
. (2.2)

In this scenario, low energy electrons (20−200 eV) have wavelengths of the
order of interatomic distances, allowing the study of surface structures. The
diffraction momentum conservation conditions are determined by the Laue
equations:

(~ki − ~kf ) · ~ai = 2πk, (2.3)

where ~ki and ~kf are the wavevectors of incident and scattered beams, res-
pectively, ~ai is a real space lattice parameter and k is an integer number. When
we are just interested in the overall surface morphology, only the elastically
scattered electrons are analyzed. Then, energy conservation is required:

|~ki| = | ~kf | (2.4)

Both conditions (2.3 and 2.4) are represented by the Ewald construction,
shown in Figure 2.4b. The reciprocal lattice of a 2D lattice is formed by rods
(instead of spots in the case of a 3D lattice). The Ewald sphere is constructed
by drawing ~ki in the direction of the incoming beam and ending in the (0, 0)

spot and then making a sphere of radius |~ki| centered at the vector origin.
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Electron
gun
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beam

Elastically
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(0,1)

(0,2)

(-1,0)
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a) b)

Figure 2.4: Low Energy Electron Diffraction technique. a) LEED setup scheme.
Electrons produced at an electron gun are directed to the sample, where they are
diffracted. Only elastically scattered electrons at the sample get to the fluorescent
screen. b) Ewald sphere construction. Rods represent the reciprocal lattice of a
square 2D lattice. The sphere radius depends on the energy of incident electrons.
The intersection between the sphere surface and the rods, creates the elastic LEED
pattern observable at this energy.

All the rods that intersect with the sphere satisfy the conditions stated in
Equations 2.3 and 2.4 and therefore will be observed in the LEED pattern.
They represent a direct measurement of the reciprocal lattice. As we increase
the energy of the incoming electrons, the Ewald sphere expands and intersects
with further rods and consequently, more spots will become visible at the
LEED pattern. The spots that appear at higher energies correspond in real
space to a smaller unit cell periodicities, according to Equation 2.2.

A LEED setup is schematically depicted in Figure 2.4a. Experimentally,
the electron gun emits a collimated and monochromatic beam of electrons
that are directed to the sample. Scattered electrons pass through energy filters
where the inelastically scattered electrons are removed, and only the elastically
scattered ones get to a fluorescent screen, where the pattern is formed. LEED is
a surface sensitive technique because the elastic mean free path of low energy
electrons is rather short. Thus, these electrons become easily inelastically
scattered thereby being filtered before reaching the LEED fluorescent screen.
The incident beam size is approximately of 0.5 mm2, therefore LEED is an
averaging technique. Then, surface structures must extend laterally at least
along this area to observe a clear pattern.
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2.4 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

2.4.1 STM working principles

STM is a versatile microscopy technique consisting of a metallic and atomically
sharp tip that is brought into close proximity to a conducting sample. A
voltage applied between them produces a current that provides information on
both, the topography and the density of states of the sample [1]. The quantum
tunnel effect is the working principle of STM. According to classical mechanics,
a particle with an energy lower than a potential barrier cannot go through it.
However, in a quantum mechanical context, there is a non-zero probability
for this to happen if the particle mass is small and the barrier is finite and
narrow. Figure 2.5 represents a 1D-model of the tunnel effect. The solution of
the Schrödinger equation at the potential barrier (0 ≤ z ≤ d) is given by:

ψ(z) = ψ(0)e−kz

where

k =
√

2m(V0 − E)/},

m is the mass of the particle tunneling and E its energy, V0 is the barrier
height, and } is the Plank’s constant divided by 2π.

The probability of a particle to get across a barrier of width z = d is

d

ψtip

ψsample

eVB

E

z

 
 
 

0

фs

фt

Figure 2.5: 1D model for electron tunneling from sample to tip separated by a distance
d and with a negative VB applied to the sample. φs and φt are the workfunctions
of sample and tip, respectively. Electron tunneling probability from sample to tip
decays exponentially with d.
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calculated as:
P = |ψ(z = d)|2 = |ψ(0)|2e−2kd.

That is, the probability of tunneling a potential barrier decays exponen-
tially with the barrier width. In the case of the STM, the particles tunneling
are electrons with mass me and d is the distance between tip and sample,
which is of the order of 1 nm. The tunneling current that flows between tip
and sample decays exponentially with this distance, making STM a very sen-
sitive probe to detect height changes, which is very useful to get insight on 2D
nanostructures.

A more realistic model of tunneling junctions was proposed by Bardeen
[73], who considered a metal-insulator-metal system where the sample and tip
are the initial and final states, respectively, of the tunneling current. Then,
the tunneling current can be expressed as:

It =
4πe

}

∫ ∞
−∞

ρs(ε− eVB)ρt(ε)[ft(ε)− fs(ε− eVB)]|M(ε, ε− eVB)|2dε,

where ρs and ρt are the density of states of sample and tip, respectively. f
is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, that for liquid helium temperatures approaches
to a step function and |M | is the tunneling matrix element, which, for values of
VB small compared to the workfunctions of tip and sample, can be considered

Piezo tube
I-V 

converter

Current
amplifier

a) b)

VB

Control
unit

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of a STM. a) Macroscopic view of a STM ope-
rating with feedback loop to control the tip position with respect to the surface. A
bias voltage is applied between tip and sample. It is detected and amplified. Then, it
is compared with the setpoint It and converted into a voltage that is applied to the
piezo tube to correct x, y or z position. b) Atomic resolution of the tip apex. The
tip is approached typically at 2 − 3 atomic heights of the sample to reach tunneling
conditions.
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a constant [74–76]. Under these assumptions, the tunneling current expression
is simplified to:

It ∝
∫ eVB

0
ρs(ε− eVB)ρt(ε)dε. (2.5)

In essence, electron tunneling between tip and sample is a strongly sensitive
probe for 2D samples; and the tunneling current, under some assumptions,
depends mainly on the density of states of tip and sample.

Experimentally, the STM tip is approached to a distance of less than 1 nm
to the sample and when a VB is applied between them, typically tunneling
currents of several hundreds of pA are measured. During this work, W tips
fabricated by electrochemical etching were mainly used. The hardness of this
material allows performing small tip indentations on Ag, Au or Cu metallic
substrates to reorder the tip apex atoms or change its density of states. Figure
2.6 depicts a schematics of a STM. In order to get a topography image of the
sample, the tip scans the desired area with a selected density of points. This
scanning requires very precise tip movements, that are carried out with a piezo
tube that directs movements in the three directions.

There are two different STM working modes: constant current mode and
constant height mode, depicted in Figure 2.7. In the constant current mode,

z(t)z(t)

I

t

I

t

b) Constant-height modea) Constant-current mode

Figure 2.7: STM working modes. a) Constant-current mode works with a feedback
loop that regulates z in order to keep a constant It. In this case the changes in height,
4z(x, y) form the topography image. b) In constant-height mode, the tip scans the
sample with a fixed z and It(x, y) is recorded.
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we preset a setpoint It. At each point of the sample, a feedback loop regulates
the tip z position in order to detect such It. The topography image is formed
by the change in z occurring at each point to maintain constant the setpoint It;
that is 4z(x, y). In the constant height mode, the feedback loop is off. Here,
the sample is scanned with the tip with a fixed z position and the measured
It is recorded and the image is formed by It(x, y). Constant current mode is
most frequently used to avoid undesired tip crashes when scanning a sample,
while constant height mode is often used for dI/dV spectroscopy maps or
high-resolution images with CO-functionalized tips.

2.4.2 CO tip functionalization

Despite STM being an imaging technique capable of providing atomic resolu-
tion, in organic samples the extended and conjugated character of their molecu-
lar orbitals makes difficult to gain insight on their internal chemical structure.
However, STM imaging with the tip functionalized with a CO molecule can
provide bond-resolved imaging at zero bias. This happens when a CO molecule
located at the tip apex and the organic sample are in close proximity, due to
an interplay between van der Waals attractive and Pauli repulsive forces [77,
78].

The tip functionalization starts by having a quantity of CO molecules on
the substrate enough to easily find them close to the area we are scanning. In
our case, a pressure of 10−8 mbar of CO is injected to the chamber and the
STM shields are open for typically 2− 3 minutes with the sample at cryogenic
temperatures. In order to functionalize the tip, a CO molecule is picked by ver-
tical manipulation: the tip is placed on top of a CO molecule at the substrate

Figure 2.8: CO tip functionalization. CO molecules are adsorbed on the surface
through their C atom, and they are attached to the tip also bonding through its C.
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and, with the feedback loop off, is approached slowly until the molecule jumps
to the tip apex (see Figure 2.8). The sample is scanned in constant-height
mode approximately zero bias, in order to remove orbital contribution from
the signal, and consequently, C-C bonds in organic structures are resolved.
A commonly used data treatment consists in differentiating the image with
respect to both spatial image directions (Laplacian filter) to visualize more
clearly the bond-resolved chemical structure.

2.4.3 Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy

Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy is a STM-related technique to probe the
electronic structure at a particular spatial position on surfaces. It mainly
consists of recording differential conductance (dI/dV ) as a function of the bias
voltage. Differentiating Equation 2.5 with respect to VB and assuming as a
constant the tip density of states, the expression becomes:

∂It
∂VB

∝ ρtρs(~r, eVB). (2.6)

Which means that, under all the assumptions done, dIt/dVB provides a direct
measurement of the density of states of the sample (and tip) at that particular
position of the surface with high spatial resolution. To obtain a dI/dV spec-
trum, the tip is located at a specific point with the feedback loop open and
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VB
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Figure 2.9: STS operation scheme with the lock-in technique. Since the excitation
amplitude of the VB signal is constant, the resulting amplitude of the It oscillation
signal is a direct measurement of the I − V curve slope. In the inset graph, dIt/dVB
spectrum obtained following the slope of the curve at each voltage.
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then VB is ramped while changes in It are recorded. The obtained I − V curve
can be differentiated to calculate differential conductance. However, with this
method several spectra must be measured to reduce the noise appearing when
differentiated. Another option is to use the phase sensitive detection technique,
which makes use of a lock-in amplifier. Its working principle is represented in
Figure 2.9. With this method, the continuous signal of VB is excited with a
sinusoidal signal with a small amplitude Vmod:

VSTS = VB + Vmod sin(ωV t+ ϕV ) (2.7)

As a consequence, since the feedback is loop off, the current provides also
an oscillating response:

ISTS = It + Imod sin(ωIt+ ϕI) (2.8)

As represented in Figure 2.9, the oscillating current amplitude, Imod, is a direct
measurement of the slope of the curve, which is equal to the differential con-
ductance. It can be obtained with a very high signal-to-noise ratio by the phase
sensitive detection method, carried out with a lock-in amplifier. In practice,
the tip is located at a point of the sample with the feedback loop off. Then,
the VSTS constant component is ramped, and from the output lock-in signal,
a dIt/dVB (VB) spectrum is obtained, which corresponds to the local density
of states at this spatial point.

2.5 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy and Magnetic
Circular Dichroism

XAS is a versatile tool to explore the electronic structure and oxidation state
of elements [79]. An absorption edge is an abrupt rise of an element X-ray
absorption coefficient that occurs when the X-ray energy is high enough to
excite a core electron to an empty level due to the photoelectric effect. These
edges are named as K, L, M, etc., according to the atomic core shell where
the electron leaves a vacancy (n=1, 2, 3 respectively), and their energies are
characteristic for each element. Then, in an absorption event, a photon of a
specific energy is absorbed by a core electron that is excited to the valence band.
An absorption event is essentially an electric process in which the electron
spin remains unchanged. This process will only take place when this specific
X-ray energy matches with the difference between core and valence levels on
a specific element. This makes XAS, and all related techniques, element and
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band specific, which is one of its main advantages. X-rays in the range of
100 − 2000 eV belong to the soft X-rays region and comprise the absorption
on 3d band in transition metals and 4f in lanthanides, useful for the study of
their magnetic properties.

If the experiment requires so, the sample can be located under UHV condi-
tions and/or cryogenic temperatures. A XAS spectrum is obtained by record-
ing the absorption measured for each incident X-ray beam energy, which is
scanned along the desired energy range. The X-ray absorption detection can
be carried out by different methods. The one used along the experiments
presented in this thesis is the total electron yield (TEY) method. When the
excited electrons are relaxed back to their core states, Auger electrons are emit-
ted. By inelastic scattering, they generate secondary electrons. Due to their
short mean free path, the number of secondary electrons escaping the sam-
ple is an accurate measurement of the sample absorption. This signal is then
normalized by the beam intensity in order to remove contribution from beam
variations. Since XAS technique is used for the study of magnetic elements,
these endstations are equipped with a superconductive magnet of typically
6− 9 T applied parallel to the beam. Moreover, samples can be rotated with
respect to the beam direction in order to get information on their anisotropic
properties (such as magnetic anisotropy). The synchrotron spotlight is of the
order of 0.5 mm2, then studied structures have to be uniform at least in this
area in order to obtain coherent data.

X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism is a XAS technique providing informa-
tion on the magnetization and orbital and spin magnetic moments of systems in
an element-specific manner [80, 81]. It is calculated as the difference between
two XAS spectra acquired with left- and right- circularly polarized photons
(see Fig. 2.10b). This process can be explained using the two-step model,
which is depicted in Figure 2.10a for the specific case of 3d band absorption.
In the first step, a core electron is excited by a circularly polarized photon.
Then, due to angular moment conservation, the photon transfers its angular
momentum to the excited electron. At the 2p core state, spin-orbit coupling
produces a splitting in two levels (see Fig. 2.10a): 2p3/2 (that will produce the
L3 edge), where J=L+S and 2p1/2 (corresponding to L2 transitions), where
J=L-S. Positive (negative) helicity photons will excite at the 2p3/2 level 62.5%

(37.5%) of spin-up electrons and 37.5% (62.5%) of spin-down. At the 2p1/2

level, positive (negative) photons will excite 25%(75%) spin-up electrons and
75%(25%) spin-down electrons. If the sample has a net magnetization, then an
imbalance between absorption at both polarizations will be detected, meaning
a difference between spin-up and spin-down electrons in the spin-split valence
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Figure 2.10: a) Absorption process at the L2,3 edges of a 3d metal for left (µ−) and
right (µ+) circularly polarized light. b) Fe XAS absorption with both polarities and
their average. In green, XMCD spectrum obtained as µ−-µ+.

band.

XMCD experiments involve recording XAS spectra with right- and left-
circularly polarized light in the same conditions. They are typically acquired
at maximum magnetic field (which can be 6−9 T depending on the beamline).
In order to get information on the magnetic anisotropy, the sample can be
rotated at different angles with respect to the beam and magnetic field. Also,
single-element magnetization curves can be performed by measuring XMCD
maximum as a function of magnetic field.

2.5.1 Data analysis and the sum rules

As shown in Figure 2.10b, a XMCD spectrum is calculated as the difference
between spectra with both polarities, while a XAS spectrum is their average.
Typically, several measurements of each polarity are acquired in order to get
better signal-to-noise ratio. Then, a background signal is usually removed from
them, especially in samples with low concentrations of magnetic elements.

This technique is very useful because it allows to obtain an estimation of the
orbital and spin contributions to the total magnetic moments in an element-
specific manner. To do so, we make use of the sum rules, derived by P. Carra,
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Figure 2.11: Parameters for sum rules calculations. a) A double-step function is
subtracted to XAS spectra to remove transitions to continuum. Then, it is integrated
to obtain the contribution of L2,3 edges, C. b) XMCD spectrum and its integral for
the extraction of parameters A and B.

B.T. Thole and G. van der Laan in the 90’s [82, 83]. They can be expressed
as:

µL = −2

3

A+B

C
nh (2.9)

µeff
S =

2B −A
C

nh (2.10)

where nh is the number of holes in the final electron states band (in the
case described in Figure 2.10a, the 3d band), A and B are the area enclosed
in the L3 and L2 edges of the XMCD spectrum, respectively, and C is the
area enclosed in both edges of the XAS spectrum. These values are calculated
through the XAS and XMCD signals integration, as presented in Figure 2.11.
In order to remove contribution from transitions to the continuum, a double-
step function is subtracted from the XAS spectrum before its integration.

The obtained parameter in equation 2.10 is µeff
S = µS − 7

2µT , where µS is
the spin moment and µT the spin-quadrupole.

2.6 Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy

ARPES is a spectroscopic technique based on the photoelectric effect. It pro-
vides information on the valence band electronic structure through the analysis
of the kinetic energy and direction of emitted electrons. In an ARPES experi-
ment, the sample is illuminated with a monochromatic beam of photons that
are absorbed by the sample electrons. If the photon energy is high enough,
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Figure 2.12: a) ARPES experimental scheme. The sample is exposed to monochro-
matic light. Photoelectrons emitted from the sample are then analyzed as a function
of their kinetic energy and direction to get information on their band structure. Image
taken from reference [84]. b) Band structure of a Cu(111) substrate using photons of
hν = 21.22 eV (He Iα). The surface state, a volume highly dispersive sp-band and 5

fully occupied 3d-bands can be distinguished.

photoelectrons will be emitted from the sample with a kinetic energy (Ekin),
and a direction defined by the angles ϑ and ϕ (see Figure 2.12a). The numbers
of those electrons are collected by an electron energy analyzer defining the
kinetic energy for each direction point. From Ekin we can obtain the binding
energy and from Ekin and the direction, the momentum of the electrons inside
the solid. In other words, the sample valence band-structure can be deter-
mined (see Figure 2.12b). ARPES can only access occupied states, when using
normal discharge lamps or synchrotron beams. Electrons in ARPES have ty-
pically Ekin < 100 eV, so they have a minimal mean free path, according to
the Universal curve. Therefore, electrons detected in the energy analyzer come
only from the outermost surface layers, making ARPES a surface sensitive
technique. The light used in these experiments is generally provided by gas
discharge lamps or by synchrotron light sources. Also, as well as LEED or
XMCD, it is an averaging technique, due to the size of spot of ≈ 0.5 mm2.

All the ARPES measurements presented here were performed at Elettra
synchrotron in Trieste as well as in our collaborators home lab in the Materials
Physics Center (CFM) in San Sebastian.
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Linac

Booster

Storage ring

Figure 2.13: Synchrotron facility schematics. Its main parts can be identified: the
linear accelerator, the booster and the storage ring, as well as the different beam lines
that use synchrotron radiation.

2.7 Synchrotron facilities

XAS, XMCD and ARPES measurements are carried out in synchrotron facili-
ties because they provide highly brilliant X-rays whose energy and polarization
can be precisely tuned. Synchrotron facilities are particle accelerators used to
obtain synchrotron electromagnetic radiation. Their working principle is based
on the radiation emitted by accelerated electrons. When a charged particle
follows a curved trajectory emits electromagnetic radiation tangentially to its
trajectory due to its centripetal acceleration. Synchrotron facilities make use
of this phenomenon to produce very brilliant and collimated light. Modern
synchrotron sources are constituted by three main blocks (see Figure 2.13):

• Linac: is the linear accelerator. At the first part of the process, electrons
are produced by a thermoionic gun and accelerated linearly by a strong
electric field.

• Booster: is composed of linear and curved tracks with radiofrequency
cavities. Here, electrons are accelerated up to their nominal energy and
packed in bunches.

• Storage ring: where electrons circulate at their nominal energy, very
close to the speed of light, and produce synchrotron radiation which is
directed to the different beam lines. It is formed by curved and straight
sections. Undulators are used to bend the electrons trajectory and pro-
duce synchrotron light with the desired polarisation (linear, circular...)
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in a specific energy range which is optimized for each beam line. Ra-
diofrequency cavities are also installed in order to recover the energy lost
by the radiation emission.

Once the radiation has been emitted, a monochromator formed by a system
of diffracting grids (or crystals in higher energy ranges) is placed before the end
station in order to get a monochromatic beam with the possibility of a very
precise tuning of its energy. They are connected to the undulators to optimize
the beam flux.

All the XAS/XMCD measurements presented in this work were performed
at BOREAS beamline in ALBA Synchrotron in Barcelona, and ID32 beamline
in ESRF, Grenoble. The ARPES experiments in Chapter 3 were done in the
APE beamline at Elettra synchrotron, Trieste. These beamlines were equipped
with preparation chambers similar to those described in section 2.2 and samples
were prepared following the same protocols.
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Chapter 3

Searching for organic
topological insulators

In this chapter we unravel the electronic structure from a MHK lattice theo-
retically predicted to be an OTI [55]. Given that mainly local techniques have
been used to investigate the electronic structure of MHK lattices [53–57], the
existence of extended network states has not been demonstrated. To date, no
experimental bands have been reported for 2D-MOFs, so the electronic conju-
gation in MHK lattices is still awaiting confirmation. The expected multi-band
should be similar to 2D covalent organic frameworks (2D-COFs) [85, 86], which
are truly 2D conjugated polymers and organic analogues of graphene[12, 14,
87–94], but lack topologically protected edge states because of the absence of
metal centers that provide the necessary SOC to become OTIs. Also, we look
for an explanation to the generalized absence of edge states found in this and
other MHK lattices that were expected to be OTIs [65–68].

To do so, we grow a 2D-MOF consisting of DCA molecules and Cu adatoms,
that is predicted to be an OTI, on Cu(111) [55]. It is a MHK lattice of ex-
ceptional quality that is extended, single-domain and practically defect-free.
These optimal growth conditions allow us to study its electronic structure
both locally, using STM/STS, and mesoscopically, using ARPES. We find an
extended kagome network multi-band without edge states at the island bor-
ders. The unexpected structural asymmetries that we detect by means of
bond-resolved constant height measurements using CO-functionalized tips can
qualitatively explain this absence based on systematic tight-binding model cal-
culations. Such a collection of results allows us to pinpoint mechanisms that
make our MHK lattice a topologically trivial system that quenches the edge
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states. These results were published in Nanoscale [95].

3.1 Results and discussion

3.1.1 Network formation and morphology

The Cu+DCA/Cu(111) 2D-MOF is generated at room temperature (RT) by
the evaporation of DCA molecules on a Cu(111) substrate (see Fig. 3.1a-
c). The latter provides Cu adatoms for coordination that self-assemble with
DCA molecules through their cyano groups, forming a unit cell with 3 DCA
molecules and 2 Cu adatoms (see Fig. 3.1c) [96, 97]. In this array the Cu
adatoms form a honeycomb lattice that is interwoven with a kagome struc-
ture resulting from connecting the molecular centers. 2D networks require the
existence of these two lattices, as well as enhancing of the SOC, to become
OTIs [55–57]. The increase of SOC with respect to the organic molecules is
here provided by the Cu adatoms that form the honeycomb lattice. As pre-
sented in Figure 3.1c, this structure leaves small cavities, forming a porous
network. The network structure is regular, single-domain and it exhibits long-
range order with a very small amount of defects (see Figure 3.1a, b). It follows
the symmetry direction of the underlying Cu(111) substrate. Indeed, the net-
work is commensurate with the substrate, displaying an (8× 8) LEED pattern
(Fig. 3.1d). We refer to a monolayer (ML) of molecules as the quantity re-
quired to cover all the substrate with this porous phase (see Figure 3.1a). By
depositing a sub-monolayer of DCA we get islands of the network as the ones in
Figure 3.1e, f. Note that in sub-monolayer configurations, all the islands have
the same domain arrangement even if they are in different substrate terraces.
At their borders, edge states should be observable if it was a topological insu-
lator. From direct STM measurements and from LEED patterns, the lattice
parameter calculated as the pore-pore distance is 2.04± 0.03 nm.

3.1.2 Electronic characterization by ARPES

To unequivocally clarify whether this network is an OTI, we need to char-
acterize its electronic structure and check for the existence of extended net-
work multi-bands that would evidence its electronic conjugation. The excellent
growth quality of the network allows us to do so mesoscopically by ARPES, as
shown in Figures 3.2 to 3.4 (see also Figures 3.9 to 3.12 in the Supplementary
material section). Figure 3.2 compares the ARPES signal of a clean Cu(111)
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

(1x1)

Figure 3.1: Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network probed by STM and LEED. a) and b) display
STM overviews of a network monolayer presenting a single domain along different
atomic steps with a very low quantity of defects. c) Close up of the network with
an schematic model overlaid. d) LEED pattern of the extended 2D-MOF acquired
at RT presenting a (8 × 8) commensurate arrangement with the substrate. e) Sub-
monolayer DCA deposition condensed into single-domain large islands. f) Detail of
an island border, where an edge state should be hosted if the 2D-MHK lattice is an
OTI. Image parameters: a) 150× 150 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; b) 50× 50 nm2,
It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; c) Scalebar=3 nm, It = 300 pA/VB = −1 V; d) E= 25 eV;
e) 100× 100 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V f) 10× 10 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V.
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Figure 3.2: ARPES characterization before and after the network formation. a),
c), e) represent different plots of the electronic structure of a clean Cu(111) substrate
measured with ARPES. b), d) and e) correspond to the same measurements performed
after the network formation, which evidence a change in its electronic structure. e)
and f) contains an isoenergetic cut at 0.42 eV (marked by the green, dotted line in
the panels above). In all the plots, the darker contrast represents higher intensities.
Note that in b, the intensity is saturated to visualize surface-related features, since
the volume d−bands contribution is very strong. The horizontal green dotted line is
close to the fundamental energy of the surface state of Cu(111), which is upshifted
due to the presence of the network on the surface. The discontinuous hexagons in f
indicate the Brillouin zone of the network, which is smaller than the substrate one.
The colored arrows in the right indicate the three states related to the 2D-MHK lattice
and explained in the text. ARPES parameters: hν = 21.2 eV (He Iα); TS = 150 K.
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substrate with the one of a monolayer of network. In the Cu(111) measure-
ment, we can distinguish different bands. The surface state, centered at the
Γ point, featuring free-electron character (parabolic dispersion) and with a
fundamental energy of (E-EF )=−0.4 eV. The highly dispersive band which is
located at at ky ∼ 1.0 − 1.25 Å−1 above −2 eV is the volume sp−band, and
the bands between −2 and −3 eV constitute the volume d−bands.

In the case of the network ARPES signal (Fig. 3.2b, d, f), these features are
strongly modified, which provides evidence of an electronic structure change.
Figure 3.3a presents this progressive evolution as a function of the network
coverage on the surface. The upper plot corresponds to the clean Cu(111) sub-
strate, whereas the one at the bottom corresponds to almost a monolayer cov-
erage. Then, the middle ARPES plots correspond to sub-monolayer regimes,
characterized by the presence of network islands. At the bottom one, where
the surface is almost saturated with the network, we observe three main fea-
tures that we discuss in the following: i) strong, highly dispersive bands, ii)
residual intensities close to the Fermi energy (EF ) at the Γ points and, iii) a
weak, broad state around −0.6 eV.

To discriminate whether these bands have a bulk or surface origin, we
probed the photoemission signal at different photon energies at the synchrotron
facility of Elettra (APE beamline) (see Fig. 3.3b). We find that the dominant,
highly dispersive bands change their energy and momentum with photon en-
ergy, so they must originate from bulk bands. Indeed, they are band umklapps
resulting from folding the sp−bands of Cu(111) into the (8×8) network perio-
dicity. The exceptional quality of the network can be judged by the umklapp
perfection in the ARPES signal (cf. Fig. 3.2).

The two other detected features are surface-related states since they do not
change their energy and momentum upon photon energy variations. As the
network progressively covers the surface, they either shift towards the Fermi
level or gain intensity (see Fig. 3.3a). Both features can be better visualized at
Figure 3.4a with a shorter energy window that excludes the d−bands or at 3.4b,
in a second derivative of the signal integrated along kx. In the case of the state
closest to the Fermi level around the Γ points, its origin is the altered Shockley
surface state that is confined at the network pores and forms a delocalized
band [98–101]. Such confinement produces an upshift in energy, while the
broadening of this feature is produced by a certain degree of delocalization.
However, the dispersion of this band cannot be detected in ARPES because
its weight predominantly lies in the unoccupied region (above the Fermi level).
Contrarily, the state centered at −0.6 eV is entirely in the occupied region
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Figure 3.3: ARPES measurements as a function of the molecular coverage and of the
incident photon energy. a) ARPES plots as a function of network coverage. The upper
one corresponds to the clean Cu(111) substrate, where the only feature is the surface
state. As the network coverage increases, other features appear and the SS shifts
towards EF . Once again the colored horizontal arrows at the bottom mark the 2D-
MOF related features. b) ARPES plots taken with different incident photon energies
evidence that the dispersive bands highlighted in green are bulk bands, since their
momentum and energy are modified. The rest of intensities observed, are surface-
related features. In all the plots, brighter features correspond to higher intensities
and ky = 0. TS = 78 K.
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Figure 3.4: Electronic structure of the Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network close to saturation
studied by ARPES. a) ARPES spectral function recorded along the ΓM direction
(ky = 0, which in the real space is orthogonal to the shortest pore-pore direction).
The color scale of the direct intensity is shown on the right. b) Second derivative of the
integrated ARPES signal between kx = ±0.15 Å−1 along the ΓK direction. In a) and
b) the highly dispersive bands correspond to umklapps of the bulk sp-bands, whereas
the intensity at around −0.6 eV (blue arrow) stems from the network. The intensity
close to the Fermi level in a) at the Γ points corresponds to the pore confined surface
state. The vertical discontinuous lines indicate high-symmetry points. c) Sketch of
the Brillouin zone and high-symmetry points of the network [8 times smaller than
that of the Cu(111) substrate]. kx runs parallel to the ΓM direction, whereas ky
is perpendicular to it. d) Repeated band structure reproduced from ref. [55] where
the free-standing kagome multi-band is located at the Fermi energy. e) Close up of
this band structure where the mini-gaps in which edge states should be hosted are
visible. ARPES parameters: a) hν = 18 eV; TS = 78 K; b) hν = 21.2 eV (He Iα);
TS = 150 K.
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and features an overall bandwidth of ≈ 200 meV according to the integrated
ARPES intensity (see Figs. 3.4 and 3.11). We discard its origin as a discrete
molecular orbital [102, 103] since no trace of such state exists at this energy
when molecules are uncoordinated with the Cu metal centers [97, 104]. Instead,
this broad state gains intensity as the network coverage increases and is the
expected kagome multi-band of a 2D-MOF. Despite this MHK lattice not being
covalently bonded, the conjugated band manifold is of comparable quality to
the one recently reported for a 2D-COF [86]. Interestingly, the prediction for
this free-standing OTI band manifold is around the Fermi energy (see Fig. 3.4d,
e) [55] so the kagome multi-band is downshifted by the Cu(111) substrate
presence.

3.1.3 Electronic characterization by STS

Finding such 2D-MOF kagome multi-band fulfills the first requisite for our sys-
tem to host edge states as an OTI. In the following, we use scanning tunneling
spectroscopy to access the local density of states (LDOS) of this electronically
conjugated MHK lattice and compare it to the ARPES datasets. Figure 3.5c
shows several differential conductance (dI/dV ) spectra at selected network
positions (marked with coloured dots in the inset image), where we detect
several prominent peaks. Figure 3.5d-h displays their spatial distribution ex-
tracted from dI/dV grid maps at the corresponding energies, while Figure
3.5i-m shows schematic models of these states. From higher to lower bias,
we find the first complete peak at ∼ 0.8 V maximizing at the center of the
molecules. We attribute this peak to the network’s first unoccupied molecular
orbital that is quite localized in the central ring (it is practically absent at the
DCA lobes) and weakly extends throughout the network. We name hereafter
this state as LUMO. However, at ∼ 1.5 V we also detect a peak onset at the
molecular center position that extends out from our energy range. Further
down, the next prominent peak is found at ∼ 0.2 V, which maximizes at the
pore center. This has been previously identified as the Cu surface state n = 1

confined resonance [97] that results from the scattering at the potential barriers
generated by the 2D-MOF. Nevertheless, this peak carries significant intensity
at every position of the MHK lattice indicating a delocalized character. This
agrees with ARPES, since we observe that the peak’s onset is just below the
Fermi energy (at −0.1 V), which matches the state found at the Γ points that
leads to a dispersive quantum dot array band [98–101].

Next, we find in STS a peak centered at ∼ −0.6 V, which coincides with the
previously identified 2D-MOF kagome multi-band with ≈ 200 meV bandwidth.
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Figure 3.5: Structural and STS characterization of Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network. a)
Model of the commensurate 2D-MOF. All coordination atoms are in hollow sites, but
occupy alternatively fcc or hcp sites (dark or light blue triangles). A black rhombus
indicates the (8× 8) network unit cell. b) Close-up side view of the system. Cu(111)
atomic packing is repeated every 3 layers (A-B-C), that show the fcc (A) and hcp (B)
adsorption sites of the Cu coordination adatoms. c) STS spectra at the network main
characteristic points indicated by color dots at the inset image. The colored vertical
ticks above the STS spectra mark the energy positions of the peaks. d)-h) dI/dV grid
maps at the energies highlighted in c from two different grid measurements. i)-m)
Schematics of the states spatial distribution presented in d-h. STM/STS parameters:
c) Inset image: It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V. d, f, g, h) Regulation point It = 80 pA/VB =

−1 V; Vrms = 6.6 mV, fosc = 913 Hz. e) Regulation point It = 150 pA/VB = −1 V;
Vrms = 9.6 mV, fosc = 817 Hz.
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This peak is present not only at the Cu adatom positions but also at the
external anthracene rings of DCA molecules (DCA lobes). In perfect agreement
with ARPES, we find that it has a delocalized character and its peakwidth
coincides with the observed bandwidth. Notably, we find that there are two
electronically different Cu adatoms that alternate in the network. As visualized
in the topography inset (cf. inset of Fig. 3.5c) or in Figure 3.1f, the two Cu
adatom types exhibit different intensities although they are equally connected
to all molecules. We note that the Cu1 adatoms (brighter ones) display a
sharper lineshape with stronger intensity at −0.6 V compared to the Cu2, but
this situation is reversed in the peak centered at ∼ −1.8 V. An electronic band
similar to the one at −0.6 eV is also found in ARPES right at this lower energy
(cf. Figs. 3.2b and 3.12). We also note that at the LUMO energy (∼ 0.8 V)
the intensities are nonequivalent for the two Cu adatom types (cf. Fig. 3.5c).

3.1.4 Edge state at the kagome multi-band

After this careful characterization of the electronic structure of our network,
the energies around the kagome multi-band emerge as candidates to host the
elusive edge states (the OTI fingerprint). To promote the edge states, we re-
duce the molecular coverage and form large islands with well-defined borders
separated by extended pristine Cu regions. We acquired several dI/dV grids
at the 2D-MOF island borders using different tips and preparations with the
purpose of its experimental detection. However, as evidenced in Fig. 3.6, the
edge state is absent. Note that Fig. 3.13 in the Supplementary material section
shows just two of the five grids acquired for this purpose that reproduce identi-
cal results. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that some physical mechanism
should be responsible for this edge state absence within the electronically con-
jugated 2D-MOF.

3.1.5 Assessment of possible causes for the edge state absence

The studied MHK lattice shares a common condition with the other experimen-
tally studied networks proposed as OTIs [65–68]: the edge state is undetectable
at the island borders. This happens despite this network gathers all essen-
tial ingredients to be an OTI: a specific theoretical prediction [55], excellent
structural formation, long-range order, proximity of the kagome multi-band
to EF [85] and negligible amount of defects as judged by LEED, STM and
ARPES. Consequently, we may conclude that some underlying physical mech-
anism, probably related to the substrate presence must disrupt the predicted
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Figure 3.6: dI/dV map acquired at −0.6 V (bottom left) at the area enclosed by the
rectangle in the STM image. Five selected horizontal line scans (right) extracted from
a dI/dV grid in the energy range of the 2D-MOF kagome multi-band. The position
of the right dI/dV green color plots (bright being more intense) are indicated by
horizontal discontinuous red lines on the left and the white vertical line is a guide to
the eye marking the place where the edge states would be expected. The first and the
last horizontal lines are equivalent. STM image parameters: It = 300 pA/VB = −1 V;
STS parameters: It = 300 pA/VB = −1 V; Vrms = 9.6 mV, fosc = 817 Hz.
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topologically protected states in these MHK lattices. A plausible explanation
is the closing of the gap due to substrate induced Rashba effect competing with
the SOC induced gap [67]. However, the intercalation of decoupling layers does
not promote the manifestation of these edge states [65].

Another possibility is the orbital hybridization of the network states with
Cu(111) bands. The extended kagome multi-band from the 2D-MOF exhibits
the largest spectral weight at the adatoms. From a naive perspective, it could
originate from an array of Cu bound states [105], i.e. a locally modified
version of the Shockley state in the presence of its own adatoms [106–108]. In
this bound state scenario, an antibonding state should also be present above
the surface state onset [105], but we do not find it anywhere and therefore must
be discarded. Moreover, we do not detect any alteration (or energy shift) of
the sp−band dispersion and umklapps in ARPES that would be indicative of a
significant orbital hybridization between the MHK network and the substrate.
Nevertheless, the substrate influence cannot be disregarded since a significant
charge transfer occurs that shifts down in energy the calculated free-standing
kagome multi-band (cf. Fig. 3.4b,d) [55].

Interestingly, two spectroscopically different coordination adatoms are de-
tected by STS in the network (see Figs. 3.5 and 3.6), which should provide
some inner structure into the kagome multi-band. However, such intricate
band manifold details cannot be resolved in ARPES neither at the home lab-
oratory setup nor at the synchrotron endstation (cf. Figs. 3.2 and 3.4). The
spectroscopic difference between the Cu adatoms could originate from the al-
ternate registry (although still commensurate) with the underlying substrate.
Although both types of atoms are on hollow sites, one type are vertically po-
sitioned on fcc sites, while the other is on hcp positions (see Fig. 3.5a, b).
We expect this structural dissimilarity to be a second order effect that cannot
explain by itself the significant electronic variation found in the STS measure-
ments nor the edge state absence.

3.1.6 Emergence of symmetry breaking in the 2D-MOF using
functionalized tips

We look for an alternative explanation and investigate the network morphology
through constant height current maps using a CO-functionalized tip [77, 109]
(see Fig. 3.7). These bond-resolved images provide insight into the chemical
structure of the 2D-MOF and reveal relative height differences of its organic
units with respect to a plane above the surface [110]. The constant height cur-
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a) c)

b) d)

Figure 3.7: Constant-height current maps of Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network. a) and c)
are raw data images of 10×10 nm2 and 5×5 nm2, respectively. b) and d) show these
images after a Laplacian filtering for a proper visualization (differentiated with respect
to x and y directions). Red dots in d) mark protruding rings around a Cu adatom
that is continued by each molecule orientation. All images acquired at VB ≈ 0 mV.
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rent maps we acquired are displayed in Figures 3.7a, c, while the same images
with a Laplacian filter are presented in Figures 3.7b, d. In Figure 3.7c, one
can observe that inside each molecule, not all the benzene rings are visualized
equally, which means that these rings are not at the same height with respect to
the substrate plane. We discard local electronic contributions when measuring
at zero bias since the only relevant state at this energy is the confined surface
state, which is isotropic in origin. In other words, observed relative differences
must be attributed to morphological alterations of this 2D-MOF. Red dots in
Figure 3.7d highlight protruding sections of different molecules. It evidences
that some molecules are inclined around their cyano bond axes. We observe
that the molecules are periodically tilted revealing a regular non-planar struc-
ture made up with three molecular orientations. This is quite unexpected, since
the anthracene backbones are all equally positioned with their ring centers on
top of surface atoms (see Fig.3.5a). Thus, the observed arrangement is unre-
lated to substrate-molecule registry differences. Moreover, this is a long-range
correlation since the molecular tilting is maintained throughout the extended
2D islands (cf. Fig. 3.7a, b). We also detect that on each molecule the cen-
tral ring is better defined on the side of one cyano group and blurred on the
other side. This means that there is an additional rotation of molecules with
respect to their anthracene backbone axes. We can observe that this rotation
is also periodic: around alternate Cu adatoms, all cyano groups are the higher
or lower side of their molecule. This suggests that Cu adatoms are located
alternatively at two different heights, with the same periodicity that they were
bright or dark atoms (Cu1 or Cu2) in topography images. In consequence, the
spectroscopic differences between alternating Cu adatoms (see Fig. 3.5c) can
also be due to their different height with respect to the substrate.

The structurally different molecules and adatom types have a direct impact
in the network symmetry: the six-fold symmetry of the 2D MHK lattice be-
comes utterly upset. Such condition must alter the electron transport within
the metal-organic array, which can be qualitatively modeled in the form of dif-
ferent hoppings between adjacent kagome lattice sites using a simple tight bind-
ing model. Figure 3.14 in the Supplementary material section shows a complete
tight binding calculations study with variation on different parameters, while
in Figure 3.8 the most relevant cases are presented. In the latter, the columns
represent calculations performed for two different SOC strength to hopping
parameter ratios (λ/t = 0.02 and 0.1), while the rows represent variations in
the hopping parameters between kagome lattice sites. The first row calcula-
tions were performed for uniform hopping parameters (tAB = tBC = tAC = t),
while in the second, ±10% differences in the first-neighbor hopping terms are
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Figure 3.8: First neighbor tight binding models for the kagome lattices projected into
the island borders with varying ratio between the spin-orbit strength (λ) and hopping
terms (t). Protected edge states are visible always at λ/t = 0.1, as indicated by the
dark blue stars. Note that the left column (λ/t = 0.02) shows the OTI case reported
in Ref. [55]. The breaking of the network symmetry is qualitatively emulated here
by introducing differences in hopping values (bottom row). Particularly, the red box
highlights the case closest to our experimental case, where tAB = 1.1t; tBC = t;
tCA = 0.9t and λ/t = 0.02, where no edge state develops. At the right side, a sketch
of the kagome lattice identifies its lattice sites and hoppings.

introduced. The bands at the top left panel were calculated taking the same
parameters of Ref. [55]. We find here, for λ/t = 0.02, a band connecting the
Dirac and the flat bands, which is in essence an edge state, according to their
calculations. Since we experimentally detected a breaking of the symmetry
in the Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network (Fig. 3.7), our case would be one at the
bottom left. In this case, the tiny gaps are closed and so the system cannot
host topological states anymore. Nevertheless, the second column calculations
demonstrate that these topologically protected edge states could be preserved
in a hypothetical lattice with a high enough SOC (λ/t = 0.1) despite this sym-
metry breaking. In essence, our toy model qualitatively demonstrates that for
MHK lattices with limited SOC the symmetry breaking avoids the formation
of the edge states, thereby disrupting their OTI condition [111].
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Unlike this studied network, the free-standing 2D-MOFs theoretically pro-
posed always preserve some mirror and inversion symmetries that lead to
preservation of their topological properties, despite being buckled or twisted [53,
112, 113] or in different forms and shapes [114, 115]. We stress that total ab-
sence of symmetry does not “per se” lead to closing of the multi-band gaps
since our toy model calculations shows that topological conditions are still
reachable by increasing the λ/t ratio in reduced symmetry scenarios (see Fig.
3.8). However, the experimental recurrent absence of edge states in theoret-
ically proposed OTIs studied so far suggests that the 2D-MOFs could favor
structural alterations capable of closing these tiny gaps (of the order of sev-
eral mV, see Fig. 3.4e). Indeed, a dicyanobiphenyl + Co network grown over
graphene presents long-range ordered alternate phenyl rotations [65], while
other MHK lattices show tiny morphological distortions [116] that break any
existing mirror symmetry. In essence, such spontaneous symmetry breaking
must relate to a subtle correlation between the morphology and the system’s
electronic energy. In our case, the morphological difference of the Cu adatoms
positions (fcc vs hcp) with respect to the substrate introduces a very small en-
ergy imbalance that must affect the metal coordination with their neighbouring
cyano groups. This is apparently not enough by itself to lift the topological
protection, but triggers the molecular tilting that further affects the system’s
equilibrium. In consequence, the 2D-MOF kagome multi-band splits in energy,
which closes the mini-gaps of the OTI. We infer that this small symmetry al-
terations are enough to remove the edge states. Closing the very small band
gaps of OTIs could reduce the energy cost required to maintain the topologi-
cal protection of the edge states upon the substrate presence. In essence, this
collective symmetry breaking reminds of Jahn-Teller [117] and pseudo Jahn-
Teller distortions [118] that are very efficient mechanisms to lift the system’s
degeneracies that compete with other electronic interactions [119–121].

3.2 Conclusions

In summary, we have formed a long-range ordered MHK lattice (2D-MOF)
predicted to be an OTI. We experimentally identify its expected kagome multi-
band both by ARPES and STS, which validates the MHK lattice overall elec-
tronic conjugation. Despite the excellent growth and precise morphology that
display a perfect registry (commensuration) with the underlying substrate, the
edge states are absent. Although substrate related mechanisms like hybridiza-
tion and/or SOC lifting cannot be totally discarded, we find that the network
is unexpectedly non-planar and the molecules are tilted with respect to the sur-
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face plane. These morphological alterations (that encompass the Cu adatoms
forming a honeycomb lattice) suggest that breaking the overall mirror sym-
metry of the network leads to a more stable condition. This could efficiently
close the tiny gaps of the 2D-MOF kagome multi-band and promote the edge
state absence. This symmetry breaking mechanism might extend to other
MHK lattices and explain the recurrent experimental absence of their edge
states. However, the challenge of experimentally achieving an OTI system re-
mains. Expanding the kagome multi-band gaps in MHK lattices using massive
coordination atoms such as Bi [53] might yield materials with the sought non-
trivial properties. The established network conjugation and highly crystalline
structure observed in our 2D-MOF ensures the feasibility for building robust
organic-based materials with well-defined topological properties imposed by
their lattice [94]. These are essential requirements to develop new electronic
and photonic applications capable of operating with stability and robustness
up to RT.
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3.3 Supplementary material for Chapter 3

In this section, some supplementary Figures mentioned along the main text of
Chapter 3 are presented.
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Figure 3.9: Direct ARPES signal of a saturated surface of the Cu+DCA/Cu(111)
network in a synchrotron. a) Three different isoenergetic cuts at the energies indi-
cated within each panel. The dotted hexagons indicate the repeated Brillouin zones.
b) Band structure parallel to the ΓM direction at selected ky. c) Band structure
cuts parallel to ΓK (perpendicular to b) at the ky values containing the high sym-
metry points. The colored side arrows indicate the network features discussed in the
main text. ARPES details: Linear grayscales where darker corresponds to higher
intensities. hν = 18 eV; TS = 100 K
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Figure 3.10: Same as Figure 3.9 but showing the 2nd derivative of the direct ARPES
signal. The presence of the bulk sp−band umklapps hiders from a proper visualization
of the network bands. Darker parts correspond to higher intensities
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Figure 3.11: Direct (top row) and 2nd derivative (bottom row) ARPES signal in-
tegrated along the ΓM (left column) and ΓK (right column) directions. The data
clearly shows the broad network state at −0.6 eV. In the linear grayscale, darker
corresponds to higher intensities. ARPES parameters: hν = 18 eV; TS = 100 K.
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TS = 100 K.
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Figure 3.13: dI/dV colorplots showing that no edge state develops. Data were ex-
tracted from two different dI/dV grids at two different island terminations. dI/dV
maps of these regions are presented on the center and labelled as a) and b). On the
side, five horizontal line scans are selected from each grid, resulting in the dI/dV
green colorplots (bright being more intense) as a function of position and bias. Note
that in both panels, the first and the last horizontal lines are equivalent. In panel a),
the intensity scale of the dI/dV colorplots are independent for positive and negative
VB for better visualization. Intense tip states are detected in the occupied region
(horizontal streaks), so the right column shows the data after subtraction at each
grid point of an integrated dI/dV spectrum. With this subtraction, we visualize bet-
ter the different features and reduce the tip state contribution. STS parameters: a)
Setpoint: It = 140 pA/VB = −1 V; Vrms = 6.6 mV, fosc = 913 Hz; voltage range
[−2 V, 1.5 V]. b) Setpoint: It = 300 pA/VB = −1 V; Vrms = 9.6 mV, fosc = 817 Hz;
voltage range [−1 V, −0.2 V].
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Figure 3.14: First neighbor tight binding models for the kagome lattices projected
into the island border with varying ratio between the spin-orbit strength (λ) and
hopping terms (t). The topologically trivial case always occurs for λ/t = 0, whereas
the non-trivial topology of the kagome is displaced towards larger ratios. Indeed,
protected edge states are visible always at λ/t = 0.1, as indicated by the dark blue
stars. Note that the middle column (λ/t = 0.02) shows the case reported in Ref. [55].
The breaking of the network symmetry is qualitatively emulated here by introducing
differences in the hopping values. Particularly, the red box highlights the case closest
to our experimental case, with tAB = 1.1t, tBC = t, tAC = 0.9t and λ/t = 0.02, where
the mini-gaps are closed and no edge state develops.
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Chapter 4

Role of the coordination atom
and substrate in the electronic
properties of DCA-based
networks

Several free-standing MHK networks have been theoretically predicted to be
OTIs. However, their realization requires the presence of substrates as sup-
port of these networks. Substrate-molecule and molecule-metal contacts can
drastically affect the electronic properties of such ultrathin organic films [52,
104, 122–124]. In the previous chapter we demonstrated that the substrate
presence can change significantly the free-standing electronic structure leading
to the absence of edge states. Furthermore, the interaction with the Cu(111)
promotes a noticeable charge transfer.

In this chapter, we form 7 variations of the previous Cu+DCAMHK lattice,
by combining different coordination atoms and substrates. We expect to tune
the MHK lattice interaction with the substrate to drastically limit the influence
of the interface and discard it as the cause of the symmetry breaking observed
in Chapter 3. For this, we use Ag(111), Au(111) and Bi2Te3 as substrates,
since a weaker interaction between the MHK network and the substrate is ex-
pected in these cases than with Cu(111). The fact that the molecules do not
spontaneously form the metal-organic network on these alternative substrates
uptaking their adatoms at RT allows to generate these MHK lattices with se-
lected 3d atoms. Since the role of coordination atoms forming a honeycomb
sublattice is to provide SOC while maintaining the network stability, we use
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elements with similar atomic radius. These networks will be denoted hereafter
as M+DCA, where M=Cu, Fe, Co. With the electronic information obtained
on Cu+DCA/Cu(111), we study and compare the new MHK networks’ topo-
graphy and electronic properties using STM and STS as experimental tools.
We observe that in spite of an important substrate decoupling, no edge state
is ever revealed, possibly related to the strong structural symmetry break-
ing that is always found, independently of the adatom-substrate interaction.
We will show that M+DCA/Au(111) networks appear as highly decoupled,
comparatively as much as Co+DCA/Bi2Te3, where a weak substrate-network
interaction is expected, due to the scarce surface DOS.

In the following, we present a detailed and systematic study of all the
systems. As it will be shown, they present noticeable similarities. In the Dis-
cussion section we will compare all these systems, including Cu+DCA/Cu(111)
that was studied in Chapter 3.

4.1 Results

4.1.1 DCA assembly on Ag(111) and Au(111) substrates with-
out metal coordination

With the purpose of forming MHK lattices on less interacting substrates, we
first evaporate DCA molecules on Ag(111) and Au(111) substrates at RT and
check the resulting structures. In both cases, the molecules adsorb in a planar
configuration, with their anthracene backbones parallel to the substrate. The
molecules self assemble forming large compact islands, as shown in Figure 4.1a,
b. The cyano groups of each DCA point to H atoms of other molecules, so
we identify hydrogen bond as the main mechanism driving this self-assembly.
With such DCA configuration, we confirm that Ag and Au adatoms do not
participate in these island assembled on Ag(111) and Au(111) substrates at
RT, unlike the case of Cu(111) studied in Chapter 3. The arrangement found
is a rectangular oblique phase with vectors (obtained from the STM images)
| ~a1| = 1.18 nm and | ~a2| = 0.93 nm forming an angle of 52◦ to each other
in the case of Au(111) and | ~a1| = 1.14 nm and | ~a2| = 0.97 nm forming an
angle of 50◦ on Ag(111). According to our LEED measurements (see Figs.
4.14 and 4.15 in the Supplementary material section) both phases appear to
be identical, suggesting that the tiny differences detected by STM are in the
limit of its accuracy. On each substrate, we observe three different molecular
domains that follow the symmetry directions of the underlying substrate.
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Note that very irregular patches of Au+DCA/Au(111) where the molecules
coordinate with Au adatoms from the substrate have been reported when keep-
ing the substrate at ∼ 200 K during DCA deposition [65]. However, at RT we
find an absence of spontaneous formation of DCA-Au bond that allows us to
use both substrates to form MHK lattices with selected coordination atoms,
as will be presented later.

Before that, we obtained the electronic structure of compact DCA molecu-
lar arrays by STS. We present these electronic structures through STS spectra
taken at three representative points (see Fig. 4.1c, d): the DCA center, the
DCA lobe and the substrate reference. In the case of Ag(111), both molecular
spectra have a step-like feature at ∼ 0.1 V. Also, we observe a peak at ∼ 0.4 V
at the DCA lobe. In the molecular assembly formed on Au(111), the molecular
spectra present also a step-like feature at ∼ −0.35 V. We assigned the LUMO
to the peak observed at ∼ 1.4 V, although the complete feature is not fully
contained in the measured energy range. Another peak distributed uniformly
along the molecule at ∼ −1.1 V is assigned to be the HOMO, resulting in a
gap of ∼ 2.5 V.

We find that the presence of the molecular islands does not destroy the
step-like feature stemming from the surface states. Instead, it is upshifted by
∼ 150 mV on both substrates, which defines it as an interface state, char-
acteristic of weakly interacting overlayers [125–127]. This state is absent in
a similar uncoordinated assembly formed on Cu(111) [97], already suggesting
a stronger interaction of DCA with this substrate that quenches the surface
state. Contrarily, the molecular states at the unoccupied part, assigned to be
their LUMO states, appear with different intensities and at different energies
on each metallic substrate [66, 125]. The LUMO formed on Au(111) is much
more intense compared with the substrate surface state than in the case of
the same assembly formed on Ag(111). Also, their energy differs by ∼ 1 V
[∼ 0.4 V on Ag(111) and ∼ 1.4 V on Au(111) substrate]. We find that similar
DCA arrays on insulating substrates [NaCl/Cu(111) and gr/Ir(111)] have their
LUMO at ∼ 1.1 V and ∼ 1.8 V, respectively [65, 104]. Such findings suggest
that DCA molecules interact more weakly with Au(111) than with Ag(111),
since in the former less charge transfer occurs and the LUMO is energetically
further away from EF , while in Ag(111) the LUMO is closer to be occupied.

The observed modulation in the molecule-substrate interaction allows us to
investigate the nature of symmetry breaking observed in Cu+DCA/Cu(111)
network and find out whether it is primarily induced by a strong coupling
with the substrate. Note that in the case of the Cu(111) substrate, we cannot
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Figure 4.1: Topography and electronic characterization of DCA molecules on Ag(111)
and Au(111). a), b) STM overviews of DCA molecules self assembled on Ag(111)
and Au(111), respectively. Inset images showing the point spectroscopy positions.
Note that the herringbone reconstruction is unaffected upon molecular presence. c),
d) Electronic characterization by STS, where the HOMO and LUMO positions are
indicated on the STS spectra. Curves in d) present different scaling above and below
VB = 1 V to properly visualize the HOMO and the interface state. STM/STS
parameters: a), b) 30 × 30 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; inset images 5 × 5 nm2,
It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V. STS parameters: It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; Vrms = 9.6 mV,
fosc = 817 Hz.
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form the network with other coordination atoms, since Cu adatoms available
at RT bond spontaneously to the molecules. Overall, we present 7 analogous
2D-MOFs, so a detailed description will be given for the first system presented
on each substrate, whereas the rest will just mention the key points.

4.1.2 MHK lattices on Ag(111)

The M+DCA/Ag(111) networks (where M=Cu, Fe, Co) are generated by the
evaporation of DCA molecules followed by subsequent evaporation of the co-
ordination metal on a Ag(111) substrate at RT. After this, an annealing of
20′ at ∼ 100◦C is performed to improve the islands size and order. In Fi-
gures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 STM topographies and electronic characterization by
STS are presented for M+DCA/Ag(111) networks coordinated with Cu, Fe
and Co, respectively. Their arrangement is the same as the one observed in
Cu+DCA/Cu(111): the kagome sublattice formed by the DCA centers is inter-
woven with the honeycomb sublattice formed by the coordination atoms. How-
ever, their lattice parameters calculated as the pore-pore distance is 1.98 nm,
which is slightly compressed with respect to the Cu+DCA/Cu(111) case. Un-
like the Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network, M+DCA/Ag(111) are not commensurate
with the substrate, and also form different domains, as deduced by the LEED
patterns presented in Figure 4.14 in the Supplementary material section. Two
main equivalent domains are generated at 30 ± 16◦ with respect to the sub-
strate high symmetry directions. Also, a minority domain is formed at 30◦ with
respect to the substrate. Note that despite local disturbances, each network
island observed with the STM appears as monodomain and quite extended.

Cu+DCA/Ag(111)

The topography and electronic structure of the Cu+DCA/Ag(111) network
is presented in Figure 4.2. As shown, large network islands are formed with
a very low quantity of defects after the annealing process. DCA molecules
at the island borders are slanted in the plane, probably due to the lack of
commensuration with the substrate. In Figure 4.2c, d, bond-resolved images
of the network exhibit that not all the rings of the anthracene backbone are
at the same height, thereby vertically disrupting the structural symmetry. We
expect this to lead to the quenching of the edge states characteristic of OTIs
following our findings in Chapter 3.

The electronic characterization is performed by means of dI/dV grids and
STS acquired at the characteristic points of the network and the substrate for
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Figure 4.2: Structural and electronic characterization of Cu+DCA/Ag(111) network.
a) Overview of the long range ordered network. b) Close up to a network island edge.
c) Constant height current image with the tip functionalized with a CO molecule
(raw data). d) Same as in c with a Laplacian filter. e) STS spectra taken at the
network positions extracted from a dI/dV grid. The ticks’ colour indicate the network
position where relevant intensity is detected at each marked energy. f)-j) dI/dV
grid maps at the energies highlighted in e. k)-o) Schematics of the states spatial
distribution presented in f-j. STM/STS measurements parameters: a) 75 × 75 nm2,
It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; b) 10 × 10 nm2, It = 20 pA/VB = 10 mV; e) Regulation
point: It = 100 pA/VB = −1V ; Vrms = 9.6 mV, fosc = 817 Hz; f)-j) 5 × 5 nm2, VB
in the images.
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reference, and is presented in Figure 4.2e. Since we found that all the studied
M+DCA/Ag(111) systems have similar electronic structures, we are describing
this one in detail, while the other two will be more concise to avoid repetitions.
From lower to higher bias, we identify the following signatures, whose spatial
distribution is represented in Figure 4.2f-j: i) A state at ∼ −0.55 V located
mainly at the DCA lobes and Cu adatoms. This state is similar to the one
attributed on the multi-band manifold in Cu+DCA/Cu(111) (see Fig. 4.2f, k).
It will be named hereonmulti-band state. ii) A broad feature peaking at∼ 0.3 V
with a bandwidth of ∼ 0.6 V mainly located at the pores but with contribution
in all the characteristic points (see Fig. 4.2g, l). We attribute this state to
the confinement of the Ag(111) surface states in the network pores and will
be denoted hereafter as pore state. Its bandwidth and its presence in the rest
of the network positions supports the delocalization expected from a partially
confined surface state band. iii) A peak at ∼ 0.6 V in the STS mainly localized
at the Cu coordination atoms and at the molecule center. However, its spatial
distribution (see Fig. 4.2h, m) suggests that this is mainly a molecular state,
and that the intensity observed in the Cu atom spectrum is contributed by the
surrounding molecules. This state will be named hereon cyano state. iv) A
molecular peak at ∼ 1.1 V which is mainly located at the DCA center and its
lobes (anthracene broad state). v) An onset at the molecular center at ∼ 1.5 V
extending further away from our energy range, that is presumably a prominent
molecular state (anthracene slim state).

Fe+DCA/Ag(111)

When using Fe as coordination atom [Fe+DCA/Ag(111) system], similar topo-
graphy and electronic structure are found, as shown in Figure 4.3. The network
arrangement forms large monodomain islands with almost no defects. Looking
in detail to the close-up topography image (see Fig. 4.3c), one can observe that
some of the molecule anthracene backbones are slightly rotated with respect to
the out-of-plane axis. These rotations induce mirror and inversion symmetry
breaking that are apparently sufficient to close the tiny gaps required for the
OTI, as no protected edge state was detected.

The Fe+DCA/Ag(111) electronic structure is presented in Figure 4.3d-n.
In panel d the spectra at the characteristic points are shown while in panels e-i
their spatial distribution is presented. Following the same increasing voltage
order than in the previous system we observe similar states (5) with slight
differences in bias: i) The multi-band state located at the Fe atoms and at the
molecular lobes as in the previous system, but in this case it is at ∼ −0.25 V.
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Figure 4.3: Structural and electronic characterization of the Fe+DCA/Ag(111) sys-
tem. a) and b) correspond to large overviews and c) represents a network close-up.
In d) the electronic structure is described through STS spectra at the characteris-
tic network positions extracted from a dI/dV grid. The ticks’ colour indicate the
network positions where relevant intensity is detected at each marked energy. e)-i)
dI/dV grid maps at the energies highlighted in d. j)-n) Schematics of the states
spatial distribution presented in e-i. STS/ STM parameters: a) 50 × 100 nm2,
It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; b) 25×25 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = −100 mV; c) 10×10 nm2,
It = 200 pA/VB = −100 mV; d) Regulation point: It = 100 pA/VB = −1V ;
Vmod = 15.8 mV, fosc = 817 Hz; e)-i) 5× 5 nm2, VB in the images.
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ii) The pore state with its maximum peak at ∼ 0.3 V and a bandwidth of
∼ 0.45 V. iii) The cyano state located at the DCA sides and with contribution
to the Fe adatoms coming from the surrounding molecules at ∼ 0.6 V. iv) The
anthracene broad state, located at DCA lobes and center at ∼ 1.1 V. v) The
anthracene slim state located at the DCA center at ∼ 1.5 V or above.

Co+DCA/Ag(111)

Finally, we describe the Co+DCA/Ag(111) system, whose main characteristics
are presented in Figure 4.4. Bond-resolved imaging of this system (see Fig.
4.4c, d) shows in this case that the central ring of each molecular anthracene
is higher than the other two, which indicates an arching of the molecules. Its
electronic structure is shown in Figure 4.4e-o and presents very similar features
compared with the previous two networks formed on Ag(111): i) The multi-
band state is here weakly observed at ∼ −0.43 V. ii) The pore state with
its maximum intensity at ∼ 0.3 V and with a bandwidth of ∼ 0.5 V. iii) The
cyano state at 0.6 V is located at the external parts of DCA. iv) The anthracene
broad state distributed along all the molecule is present, although with a weak
intensity, at ∼ 1.1 V. v) The anthracene slim state is observed at ∼ 1.5 V.

Interestingly, this network has been recently reported to present Kondo
screening at the Ag(111) [69]. The peak reported is close to zero bias. However,
we did not detect with clarity this peak since we used a too high modulation
voltage (Vmod = 15.6 mV) in our dI/dV grid acquisition and a large energy
step of 10 mV. Such bias oscillation and coarse energy step will wash out this
sharp peak, hiding it in the large bias window we probed.

In summary, M+DCA/Ag(111) networks are characterized structurally and
found to be slightly deformed. The central ring of DCA molecules is more
prominent than the other two, which happens due to molecular arching. Also,
some of the molecules are slanted, specially at the island borders. Electron-
ically, all the three systems are very similar to each other and also to the
Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network, as they present the same states at close energies.
First, in the occupied region the multi-band state, located in adatoms and DCA
lobes is detected. Its energy is slightly different depending on the coordination
atom (−0.55 V on Cu, −0.43 V on Co and −0.25 V on Fe). The second is
the pore state that stems from the SS and peaks at ∼ 0.3 V. In the unoccu-
pied part, we find three different molecular states in all the networks formed
on Ag(111) at the same energies: the cyano state at ∼ 0.6, the anthracene
broad state at ∼ 1.1 and the anthracene slim state at ∼ 1.5 V or higher. The
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Figure 4.4: Structural and electronic characterization of the Co+DCA/Ag(111) sys-
tem. a) and b) show an overview and a close-up topography images of this net-
work. c) is a constant height current map with the tip functionalized with CO to
get bond-resolution. d) is the same with a Laplacian filter. e) The main STS spec-
tra obtained from a dI/dV grid. The ticks’ colour indicate the network positions
where relevant intensity is detected at each marked energy. f)-j) dI/dV grid maps
at the energies highlighted in e. k)-o) Schematics of the states spatial distribution
presented in f-j. STS/ STM parameters: a) 75×75 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; b)
8 × 8 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; e) Regulation point: It = 100 pA/VB = −1V ;
Vrms = 15.6 mV, fosc = 817 Hz; f)-j) 5× 5 nm2, VB in the images.
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cyano state is mainly located at the external atoms (H and CN groups) of the
molecule. The anthracene broad state is observed at the molecule center and
its lobes and finally, the anthracene slim state is centered at the backbone.

4.1.3 MHK lattices on Au(111)

M+DCA/Au(111) networks are prepared following the same protocol as for
the M+DCA/Ag(111) network formation: sequential DCA molecules and co-
ordination metal evaporation on the clean Au(111) substrate kept at RT. After
this, a soft annealing improves the order and reduces the quantity of defects.
We have observed that better order is achieved when the sample is annealed
at slightly lower temperatures than in the case of Ag(111), specially when the
coordination metal is Cu. Such networks are presented in Figures 4.5 to 4.7, to-
gether with their electronic characterization. Their lattice parameter has been
calculated from STM to be 1.96 nm, slightly compressed with respect to the
previously studied M+DCA networks on Cu(111) or Ag(111). Network islands
turn out to be a single domain on this surface when coordinated with Co or Fe
(see Fig. 4.15 in the Supplementary material section), which are rotated by an
angle of 30◦ with respect to the Au(111) high symmetry directions. However,
Cu+DCA/Au(111) network forms different domains. It is important to stress
that these networks do not destroy the herringbone reconstruction, suggesting
a weak surface-network interaction.

Cu+DCA/Au(111)

Figure 4.5 shows a representative topographic and electronic characterization
of Cu+DCA/Au(111) samples. Unlike other DCA-based MOFs, in this case,
during the MHK network formation we find the usual structure, but also others
with larger pores, that form due to some hydrogen bond interactions between
DCA molecules (see Fig. 4.13 in the Supplementary material section). How-
ever, these regions can be reduced by decreasing the annealing temperature
until most of the surface is covered with the usual MHK network. Constant
height current maps using CO terminated tips at zero bias are presented in
Figure 4.5c, d and show mainly the anthracene backbone, while the cyano
groups of DCA molecules and even the coordination atoms are practically in-
visible. Moreover, we observe that the DCA backbones are in different heights
following the corrugation of the Au(111) herringbone below the network.

The network electronic properties have been studied by acquiring dI/dV
grids from which STS were extracted and presented in Figure 4.5e. The elec-
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Figure 4.5: Structural and electronic characterization of the Cu+DCA/Au(111) sys-
tem. a) Large overview of the sample. b) Close-up of the network. c) Constant
height current map with a CO-functionalized tip, resolving C-C bonds. d) The
same image than in c with a Laplacial filter. e) Electronic characterization using
selected STS spectra obtained from dI/dV grids of this network. f), g) dI/dV
grid maps at the energies highlighted in e. STM/STS parameters: a) 75 × 75 nm2,
It = 100 pA/VB = −1V; b) 10× 10 nm2; It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; c) VB ≈ 0 V; e)
Regulation point: It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; Vrms = 15.8mV, fosc = 817 Hz.
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tronic structure is apparently much simpler than the already studied networks
on Ag(111). Since the electronic structure of all the M+DCA/Au(111) studied
systems are quite similar when formed on this substrate, the different features
will be described here and then briefly mentioned in the networks containing
Fe and Co atoms. We observe only two main features: i) A broad step-like
feature at ∼ −0.45 V that corresponds to the surface state. Note that we do
not find confinement at the pores, so we infer that our surface state evolves
into an interface state, which is indicative of a very weak interaction of the
2D-MOF with the Au(111) surface. ii) A very intense peak dominating at
∼ 1.2 V that is mainly located at the Cu adatoms and at the DCA lobes. It
also carries some intensity on the DCA center and pore, probably contributed
by the former positions. This state has been identified in the previous MHK
lattices as the multi-band state. Although the metal centers seem highly de-
coupled from the substrate, the dI/dV grids performed at island borders failed
again to show an edge state around this dominant peak.

Fe+DCA/Au(111)

When we generate the MHK lattice using Fe as coordination atom on a Au(111)
substrate, widely extended monodomain islands are easily formed, as presented
in Figure 4.6. In Figure 4.6c, d, constant height current maps show non-
periodic height differences between molecules, that are due to the Au(111)
herringbone corrugation. In Figure 4.6e, the STS spectra extracted from a
dI/dV grid and representing characteristic network positions is presented and
is mainly characterized for the following features: i) A quite weak interface
state without pore confinement. ii) The multi-band state observed as a promi-
nent peak located mainly at the DCA lobe and Fe atom, in this case at ∼ 0.6 V
and comparatively much weaker in intensity than in the Cu+DCA/Au(111).

Co+DCA/Au(111)

Finally, Figure 4.7 presents the Co+DCA/Au(111) network, whose topography
is as the previously described ones. Its electronic properties described from STS
measurements presented in Figure 4.7c have as main features: i) The interface
state located at all the measured points without traces of pore confinement.
ii) The multi-band state as the most prominent peak at ∼ 0.8 V and again
with strong contribution in the DCA edge and the Co coordination atom. In
this case, the maximum intensity is apparently located at the pore. However,
we infer that this intensity comes from a too broad tip probing all the DCA
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Figure 4.6: Structural and characterization of the Fe+DCA/Au(111) system. a) Large
overview of the network. b) Small network close-up. c) Constant height current map
performed with a CO-functionalized tip. d) The same than in c with a Laplacian
filtering. e) STS spectra at different network positions as extracted from a dI/dV
grid. f), g) dI/dV grid maps at the energies highlighted in e. STS/STM parameters:
a) 50× 50 nm2, It = 100pA/VB = 1.7 V; b) 8× 8 nm2, It = 20 pA/VB = 10 mV; e)
Regulation point: It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V; Vrms = 15.8 mV, fosc = 817 Hz.
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Figure 4.7: Structural and electronic characterization of Co+DCA/Au(111) system.
a) Large overview of a monodomain island. b) Small close-up of a network edge.
c) Electronic structure of the network acquired using a dI/dV grid and presented
as STS at selected positions. d), e) dI/dV grid maps at the energies highlighted
in c. f) Constant current dI/dV map at 0.8 V using a different tip than at the
grid maps. STM/STS parameters: a) 50 × 50 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = 1.7 V; b)
12×12 nm2, It = 200 pA/VB = −1 V; c) Regulation point: It = 100pA/VB = −1 V;
Vrms = 15.8 mV, fosc = 817 Hz; e-f) 5× 5 nm2.

lobes at the pore center accompanied by a low spatial resolution of the dI/dV
grid (insufficient pixel density). Such ring-like feature exhibiting minimum
intensity at the pore center is revealed at a constant height dI/dV map with
an optimal tip in Figure 4.7f.

In conclusion, M+DCA/Au(111) networks interact weakly with the sub-
strate, since the herringbone reconstruction is kept and an interface state (no
evident pore confinement) is detected. Structurally, such networks are not
planar, but follow the herringbone corrugation, which we believe to provide
enough distortion to prevent the edge state formation, which we could never
detect. Electronically, they host the characteristic and extended network state
that we name as multi-band state in different unoccupied energies with domi-
nant intensities. Surprisingly, the previous molecular states detected at the
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MHK lattices formed on Cu(111) and Ag(111) are not observed in this energy
window.

4.1.4 MHK lattices on topological insulators

Finally, the Co+DCA network is formed on a 3D topological insulator as sub-
strate (Bi2Te3) that has a much lower density of states on its surface than the
previous noble metal surfaces. Consequently, we expect a weakly interacting
network with the underlying substrate. To form it, DCA molecules and Co
atoms are subsequently evaporated onto the Bi2Te3 substrate kept at∼ −30◦C.
Once the network is formed, the sample has to be kept at temperatures below
∼ −20◦C in order to avoid desorption. Unlike the metallic substrates previ-
ously studied, Co+DCA/Bi2Te3 network only presents small islands limited
in lateral size to 15 nm, as observed in Figure 4.8a, b. We find islands with
two different orientation domains, that are rotated to each other by an angle
of 11◦, and the measured lattice parameter between pores is 2 nm.

The electronic structure of these islands is presented in Figure 4.8c-e. We
distinguish two main features: i) a weak peak at ∼ −0.4 V mainly located at
the DCA edge and the Co atom, and ii) a very prominent peak at ∼ 0.8 V
distributed along all the island. The high intensity observed in the pore is
probably due to a broad tip apex receiving intensity from different the DCA
lobes accompanied by a low spatial resolution of the dI/dV grid (insufficient
pixel density). Such ring-like feature exhibiting minimum intensity at the pore
is revealed in Figure 4.8e. Such simple electronic structure is reminiscent of the
networks generated on Au(111). This indicates a similar (and highly reduced)
level of interaction of the networks with their underlying substrates.

4.2 Discussion

In this section we discuss and compare the topography and electronic structure
of all MHK lattices of this and the previous chapter. Importantly, we did not
find any topologically protected edge state in any of the studied networks,
despite our efforts to tune both the SOC through the coordination adatoms
and the substrate-network interaction by exchanging the substrate. Thus, the
MHK lattices built with DCA molecules and 3d atoms are not OTIs.

First, we consider the symmetry and registry of the networks, as they
can play an important role in the morphological and electronic properties.
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Figure 4.8: Structural and electronic characterization of the Co+DCA/Bi2Te3 system.
a) Large overview of different network assemblies. b) Detail of a network island. c)
STS spectra performed at the characteristic network positions. d), e) dI/dV grid
maps at the energies highlighted in c. STM/STS parameters: a) 50 × 50 nm2, It =

100 pA/VB = 1.7 V; b) 12× 12 nm2; It = 200 pA/VB = 0.8 V; c) Regulation point:
It = 100pA/VB = −1 V; Vrms = 15.8 mV, fosc = 817 Hz.
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We showed in Chapter 3 that the Cu+DCA network is commensurate with
Cu(111) substrate, forming an (8× 8) supercell with pore distance of 2.04 nm,
where all the benzene rings lie exactly onto a Cu atom and all the Cu adatoms
lie on hollow substrate sites. However, the longer lattice vectors of Ag(111)
and Au(111) substrates prevents the network from following the substrate’s
high symmetry directions. In principle, the herringbone reconstruction of the
Au(111) could even hamper the formation of extended networks. However,
LEED patterns show that M+DCA (where M=Fe or Co) lattices on Au(111)
form a single domain, which is rotated 30◦ with respect to the substrate unit
vectors. In this configuration, coordination atoms still lie on hollow substrate
sites but the anthracene backbones can no longer follow the high symmetry
directions. Contrarily, we find that M+DCA/Ag(111) networks form three dif-
ferent domains with non-equivalent intensities in the LEED pattern. There are
two main predominant domains formed at 30 ± 16◦ and a weaker one at 30◦.
Here, adatoms cannot be accommodated in straight lines of hollow substrate
sites and the anthracene backbones deviate much more than on Au(111). We
observe that some of the DCA molecules are rotated in order to align them-
selves with the substrate high symmetry directions, as observed in Figure 4.3c.

These deviations from a purely periodic structure result in symmetry break-
ing structures, that hampers the edge state formation. In other words, none
of the networks are planar or symmetric MHK lattices, and all of them break
mirror or inversion symmetries (taking the pore center as the origin of the co-
ordinate system). Unlike Cu+DCA/Cu(111) symmetry breaking that turned
out to be periodic, M+DCA/Au(111) lattices are found to reduce their over-
all planarity by following the corrugation of the herringbone reconstruction.
M+DCA/Ag(111) lattices instead, break the symmetries by molecule rota-
tion with respect to the network high symmetry directions, due to an imper-
fect matching with the substrate and also bending the anthracene backbones.
Such morphological distortions block the presence of protected topological edge
states as discussed in the previous chapter.

In the following, we analyze the electronic properties of such networks. Fi-
gure 4.9 presents the collection of STS spectra from all the MHK lattices stud-
ied, including Cu+DCA/Cu(111) from Chapter 3. Rows represent network
STS spectra performed on different substrates, while columns correspond to
the coordination atom. Judging by these spectra, the MHK lattice electronic
structure is more affected by the underlying substrate than by its coordination
atom. Nevertheless, some influence on the electronic features is still exerted
by the choice of these coordination adatoms. In Table 4.1, in the Supplemen-
tary material section, a summary of all the states found in these systems is
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Figure 4.9: Collection of the STS spectra presented in the MHK lattices described
in Chapters 3 and 4. Each row corresponds to a different substrate and each column
to a coordination atom. STS parameters can be found in the corresponding previous
figures. Blue arrows in graphs mark the energy where the extended network band
identified in Chapter 3 (i.e., the multi-band state) is found on each system.
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presented.

A measure of the interface interaction between the surface nanostructures
and the underlying substrate can be assigned to the modification and confine-
ment of the surface state. The presence of a pristine surface state or an inter-
face state in a metallic substrate upon molecule deposition indicates a weak
coupling between them [126–128]. Contrarily, when a strong coupling occurs,
the metallic surface state is quenched [129, 130] or very strongly confined in
porous structures. Thus, the intensity and shape of the pore state provides a
qualitative measure of the degree of network-substrate coupling [98–101, 131].
In Figure 4.10 we present the STS spectra obtained at the pore on all the stud-
ied MHK lattices. Cu+DCA network formed on Cu(111) strongly confines its
surface state, giving as a result a prominent peak at ∼ 0.2 V, with an estimated
bandwidth of 0.4 V. This suggests a strong network-substrate interaction. In
the case of M+DCA lattices formed on Ag(111) substrate, a confined surface
state is present in all of them with its maximum intensity at ∼ 0.3 V. However,
compared to the Cu(111) case, they exhibit broader bandwidths and smaller
SS shifts with respect to their pristine case. These two experimental findings
agree with a lower pore confinement and larger electronic intercoupling in-
duced by the network on the Ag(111) substrate in comparison with Cu(111).
Finally, Au(111) surface state electrons appear to be weakly modified by the
presence of M+DCA networks. An electronic surface state is ubiquitous and
no confinement of such states is observed in our measurements, which suggests
the weakest interaction. Therefore, we conclude by analyzing the pore STS
spectra that the networks exhibit a strong scattering of surface electrons with
Cu(111), intermediate with Ag(111) and rather weak with Au(111).

Topological insulators used as substrates can also have their surface states
affected by the self assembly of molecules on them [132–136]. Although Bi2Se3

has been shown to quench its surface state in the first quintuple layer upon
CoPc deposition, the same molecules on Bi2Te3 keep it almost unaltered [132–
134]. The authors attribute this to the larger electron affinity of Se atoms that
form the substrate in the first case. However, the similar electron affinity of Co,
Bi and Te, prevents them from developing strong interactions [134]. Thus we
expect the Co+DCA/Bi2Te3 system to be weakly interacting, which is further
supported by the similarities between this system electronic structure and the
corresponding of the 2D-MOF formed on Au(111).

Three different states are found in the unoccupied part of all the M+DCA
systems formed on Ag(111) in the vicinity of 0.6, 1.1 and 1.5 V, which we res-
pectively named cyano state, anthracene broad state and anthracene slim state.
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of the pore state measured by STS at all the MHK lattices.
The black dashed line marks the energy of the confined surface state in those systems
presenting it. Cu+DCA/Cu(111) and all the M+DCA/Ag(111) networks present a
confinement of the surface state, but Co+DCA/Bi2Te3 or M+DCA/Au(111) do not.
Their main features are contributions from neighbouring multi-band states.
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Figure 4.11: Network conjugated multi-band state at the MHK lattices of the same
kind as the one identified in Chapter 3 for Cu+DCA/Cu(111). a) All STS from
DCA lobes and coordination atom spectra are presented, that were identified as
the kagome band manifold there. The black dotted line marks the energy where
the multi-band state is found on each system. b) dI/dV constant current map of a
Co+DCA/Au(111) system performed at its corresponding energy. It evidences the
distribution of the multi-band state intensity in DCA lobes and coordination atoms.
STM/STS parameters: It = 200 pA/VB = 0.9 V; Vrms = 50 mV, fosc = 817 Hz.
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We assign these peaks to a molecular origin, based on the displayed LDOS
intensities. Moreover, the energy shifts are relatively small for the different
coordination atoms. Two similar features were observed in Cu+DCA/Cu(111)
systems as shown in Figure 3.5 in Chapter 3 that were clearly separated in
energy (0.8 V and 1.5 V). However, M+DCA networks formed on Au(111)
do not present these molecular states in the probed energy range. We assign
such absence to the much higher energy position of the LUMO in the purely
molecular DCA assembly (1 V higher than on Ag(111) substrate, see Fig. 4.1).

Most importantly, we identify a multi-band state common to all the stud-
ied MHK lattices. It is simultaneously localized at coordination atoms and
DCA lobes, denoting the formation of a conjugated network band in all these
2D-MOFs [124]. This was previously identified as the kagome manifold band
in Chapter 3 for the case of Cu+DCA/Cu(111). In Figure 4.11 we present the
STS spectra of the DCA lobes and coordination atoms of all the MHK lattices
and tag the energy of this multi-band state for each network (discontinuous
black line), as well as a dI/dV map that shows its generic spatial distribution.
Interestingly, it depends energetically on the coordination atom and underly-
ing substrate, as indicated in Table 4.1, in the Supplementary material section.
This state does not present the same intensity in all the networks; in some cases,
they are practically undetected in a STS spectrum but still visible in dI/dV
maps. We believe this variations to be indicative of different network-substrate
interactions [122]. In Figure 4.16 in the Supplementary material section, the
corresponding dI/dV maps at the multi-band state energy are shown for all
the MHK lattices. The energy and intensity of this conjugated network state
appear to be mainly conditioned by the underlying substrate: on Au(111) and
Bi2Te3 we find them as very prominent peaks in the STS spectra, whereas
on Ag(111) and Cu(111) they are either very weak or practically unnoticed
features. This is in agreement with the already discussed surface state alter-
ation between network and substrate in the pore spectra analysis and in other
studies [137].

To a lesser extent, the coordination atom also plays a role in this network-
substrate interaction. Such phenomenon has been widely studied on transition
metal phtalocyanine molecules on different substrates [134, 138–141] and sug-
gest stronger molecule-substrate interaction for transition metals with lower
atomic number. This happens because a lower filling of 3d states of transition
metal atoms promotes a higher coupling with substrates. In our case, this
dependency is clearly observed for all M+DCA/Au(111) networks, where the
multi-band state presents narrower and more intense peaks at higher energies
on the network coordinated with Cu, followed by Co and finally Fe. However,
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MHK networks formed on Ag(111), where a stronger interaction exists, such
relation between band state energy and atomic number is reversed.

Around thesemulti-band state is where a topologically protected edge states
should show up. However, it has not been observed in any of the 7 systems,
not even in Cu+DCA/Au(111) where the weakest coupling has been found.
Notably, a non-planar configuration is detected also in this case, generalizing
the inversion and symmetry breaking on these particular MHK lattices.

Interestingly, all the studied MHK networks formed on Ag(111) and Cu(111)
have their multi-band states in the occupied part, whereas Bi2Te3 and Au(111)
show this characteristic state in the unoccupied region. This explains that in
STM topography images performed at VB = −1 V, the coordination atom
is observed in Ag(111) and Cu(111). Such observation is remarkable, since
coordination atoms in similar 2D-MOFs are rarely visualized by STM [142–
147]. In this case it is observed due to the formation of an extended state
overlapping between molecules and adatoms [34]. At this large negative bias,
we are probing all the states at energies comprised between −1 V ≤VB ≤ 0 V,
which contains the multi-band state of MHK lattices formed on Ag(111) and
Cu(111). Contrarily, the coordination atoms on Au(111) and Bi2Te3 substrates
become visible when scanning at sufficiently high positive bias voltages, where
the multi-band state becomes accessible.

4.3 Conclusions

In this chapter we have formed 7 analogous MHK lattices, using as reference
Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network studied in the previous chapter. For this, we
have used different substrates [Ag(111), Au(111) and Bi2Te3] and coordina-
tion atoms (Fe, Co, Cu) to tune the interface interaction. Extended and
monodomain islands of network are formed on the metallic substrates. We
find that M+DCA networks grown on Ag(111) are slightly more decoupled
from the substrate than Cu+DCA/Cu(111). However, when using Au(111)
or Bi2Te3 as substrate, an even higher decoupling is found. The network
electronic properties are mainly conditioned by their underlying substrate, but
slight variations are observed also depending on the coordination atom. We
identify in all the structures multi-band states where the edge states should
be hosted. However, edge states were recurrently absent, independently of the
level of interaction between network and substrate. We ascribe the origin of
the topological protection loss (i.e., closing of the mini-gaps) to the structural
symmetry breaking that is produced in all the studied systems.
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4.4 Supplementary material for Chapter 4

In this section, some supplementary Figures are presented to support the main
findings from the chapter.

a) b)

Figure 4.12: Structure of DCA compact assemblies on a) Au(111) and b) Ag(111)
formed with hydrogen bonds, since there are no coordination atoms. STM parameters:
5× 5 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V.

Figure 4.13: The formation of larger pores in Cu+DCA/Au(111) networks has been
observed to occur due to hydrogen bonding between DCA molecules. STM parame-
ters: 5× 15 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V.
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e) f) g) h)

Figure 4.14: LEED characterization of MHK networks on Ag(111). a)-d) present real
LEED patterns, while at e)-h) we present the corresponding simulated patterns. a)
At 60 eV, the first order substrate spots, that are highlighted with white circles, are
detected. b) Pattern of the DCA compact assembly without metal coordination, that
follows the substrate high symmetry directions. c) and d) correspond to Co+DCA
and Fe+DCA networks, that have the same structure and LEED pattern containing
three different domains with different intensities rotated with respect to the substrate.
e) Simulated patterns from the clean substrate, f) DCA molecular assembly and g),
h) the molecular islands of M+DCA networks on Ag(111). The dots represent the
network spots and their colour, a different domain. The white lines indicate the
substrate first order spots directions.
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Figure 4.15: LEED characterization of MHK networks on Au(111). a)-d) present real
LEED patterns, while at e)-h) we present the corresponding simulated patterns. a)
At 60 eV, the first order substrate spots, that are highlighted with white circles, are
detected. b) Pattern of the DCA compact assembly without metal coordination, that
follows the substrate high symmetry directions. c) and d) correspond to Co+DCA and
Fe+DCA networks, that have the same structure and LEED pattern, which is rotated
30◦ with respect to the substrate. e) Simulated patterns from the clean substrate, f)
DCA molecular assembly and g), h) the molecular islands of M+DCA networks on
Au(111). The dots represent the network spots and their colour, a different domain.
The white lines indicate the substrate first order spots directions.
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Fe+DCA/Au(111) Co+DCA/Au(111) Cu+DCA/Au(111)

Fe+DCA/Ag(111) Co+DCA/Ag(111) Cu+DCA/Ag(111)

Cu+DCA/Cu(111)

Co+DCA/Bi2Te3

Figure 4.16: Multi-band state ubiquity in MHK lattices. All the studied systems con-
tain this network state visualized at different energies. The images are obtained from
dI/dV grids at the energy indicated on Table 4.1. Note that the proper visualization of
these images depends on the tip morphology. Here, the details of Co+DCA/Au(111)
network state are not properly visualized, but they are in Figure 4.11b. The low
image quality and existing distortions are due to the pixel size of these grids and
the long acquisition time required for these measurements (∼ 24 to 40h). All images
dimensions 5 × 5 nm2. STS parameters are indicated on the previous corresponding
figures.
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-0.6

Table 4.1: Energy (in V units) where the indicated states are located on each system.
Columns classify by substrates and lines, by coordination atom.
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Chapter 5

Magnetic properties of
DCA-based 2D-MOFs

In the previous chapters, we have been able to grow extended M+DCA net-
works that share a coherent state (that we named multi-band state) indepen-
dently of the noble metal substrate and 3d-atom coordination. The fact that
these networks were grown using magnetic atoms (Fe, Co) offers the possibi-
lity to investigate the magnetic response of these networks. Indeed, a central
problem in theoretical magnetism, and specifically 2D magnetism, is the Ising
model. In 1920, Lenz proposed this model to his student Ising, who solved it
in 1923 in the form of a scientific article [148]. It describes a regular lattice of
nodes (in 1D, 2D or 3D) that can adopt one of two variables (spin-up or spin-
down). Each node interacts with those around it in such a way that the total
energy of the system is lower if one node has the same spin than their neigh-
bors [149]. Ising demonstrated that in 1D a transition phase to an ordered
(ferromagnetic) phase was not possible at finite temperature [148]. Almost
two decades later, in 1944, Onsager obtained the exact analytical solution in
2D by calculating the partition function [150] showing that a phase transition
takes place in 2D for 1D (Ising) spins. However, on the basis of the Heisen-
berg model (3D spins), that includes more complicated interactions between
spins, Mermin and Wagner predicted that no phase transition could occur in
2D Heisenberg-like magnetic materials [151]. Berezinskii [152], Kosterlitz and
Thouless [153] showed that a 2D array of 2D spins attain a topologically non-
trivial, short-range ordered state, but a long-range order was never attained.
For this reason, finding experimental evidence of 2D ferromagnetic materials
is an important issue for the complete understanding of such models and our
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M+DCA networks allows us to carry it out.

In addition to the interest of 2D systems as an experimental approach
to theoretical models, low-dimensional magnetism could also be potentially
relevant for applications in the industry. The miniaturization of devices has
promoted the need for smaller magnets, however, they are reaching their fun-
damental limit. The magnetic anisotropy of a magnet can be expressed as
nK, where n is the number of atoms forming the magnet and K the magnetic
anisotropy per atom. This factor has to be high enough to overcome thermal
fluctuations (∼ kBT ). A logical path to search for a solution when decreasing
the number of atoms is to increase the anisotropy per atom. The magnetic
anisotropy is strongly related to the orbital moment, which, in turn, depends
on its local environment. Notably, 2D-MOFs have metallic coordination atoms
in a low-coordination environment produced by the ligand field that present
a small (yet relevant) electronic decoupling from the substrate. These condi-
tions provide an escape pathway from the orbital quenching typical of bulk
materials.

Here, we study by means of XAS and XMCD the magnetic properties of
M+DCA networks (where M=Fe, Co) on Ag(111) and Au(111). Such 2D
materials could be an optimal experimental approach to the Ising model if
they present strong uniaxial anisotropy and magnetic centers interacting to
each other. Indeed, we find that Fe+DCA network fulfills these conditions
when formed on Au(111) and constitutes a metal-organic 2D ferromagnet with
TC ∼ 35 K. Contrarily, the Fe magnetic moment is almost vanished when the
same network is formed on Ag(111). Finally, Co+DCA networks present quite
isotropic orbital magnetic moments on both substrates with no evidence of
magnetic ordering.

5.1 Results and discussion

The measured 2D-MOFs were prepared as described in Chapter 4. Here, spe-
cial care was placed in obtaining the precise stoichiometry between DCA and
coordination atoms (3:2). An excessive evaporation of atoms would result in
the formation of metallic clusters that could bury the signal coming from the
coordination atoms. Thus, we were extremely carefull to obtain a coverage
of ∼ 1/32 ML. The metal adatom local environment is determined by a pla-
nar (approximately) three-fold symmetry formed by the N atoms from the
molecular cyano groups and the underlying surface (C3v). XAS and XMCD
measurements were performed at the L2,3 edges of Fe and Co. All the mea-
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surements presented here were acquired at the ID32 beamline of ESRF and
BOREAS beamline in ALBA. XAS (and XMCD) spectra shown in this chap-
ter were measured at H=6 T and T∼ 2 K unless otherwise stated.

5.1.1 Ferromagnetism in 2D-MOFs: Fe+DCA/Au(111)

We study first the magnetic properties of Fe+DCA/Au(111) network by X-
ray techniques. Figure 5.1a, b presents XAS and XMCD spectra acquired at
normal (ϕ = 0◦) and grazing (ϕ = 70◦) incidence. In all XAS spectra, Fe L2,3

edges are found on top of an oscillating background, which is the extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) of the underlying substrate (Au).
To unambiguously determine that these spectra correspond to Fe single atoms
embedded on the metal-organic network, an identical sample preparation was
carried out without molecules (Fig. 5.1c, d). For this, the same Fe quantity
was evaporated under identical conditions directly on a clean Au(111) substrate
[Fe/Au(111)]. Such preparation is known to result in the formation of small
Fe clusters on the herringbone elbows [154, 155]. XAS and XMCD spectra
obtained from these Fe clusters (see Fig. 5.1c, d) strongly differ from those
corresponding to the network (see Fig. 5.1a, b), indicating that the Fe atoms
have very different chemical environments.

In Fe+DCA/Au(111) system, the larger peak intensity at normal incidence
compared to the grazing incidence in the XMCD spectra, clearly suggests a
strong anisotropy with an out-of-plane easy magnetization axis. Contrarily,
Fe/Au(111) spectra do not present such a strong difference, but still shows an
out-of-plane easy magnetization axis. This indicates that embedding single Fe
atoms in the network highly increases their anisotropy.

The line shape of XAS and XMCD spectra yields information on the elec-
tronic configuration. Fe/Au(111) XMCD spectra are formed by two broad
peaks corresponding to L3 and L2 edges, respectively. This type of line shapes
with smooth and broad features are typical from metals [156, 157]. Contrarily,
in Fe+DCA/Au(111) those L3 and L2 edges are not broad but present con-
tribution from different narrow peaks. This type of spectrum is common to
systems of Fe atoms isolated on surfaces [157, 158], embedded in other 2D-
MOFs [159], in molecules [160] or oxides [161]. Another difference between our
two studied systems is the relative intensity of L3 and L2 XMCD edges (L3/L2

branching ratio). In Fe+DCA/Au(111) it is much higher than in the purely
metallic system, which is indicative of a high Fe orbital moment.

To get insight into the oxidation state of Fe atoms embedded in the net-
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Figure 5.1: Fe+DCA/Au(111) and Fe/Au(111) systems XAS and XMCD character-
ization. a) Fe+DCA/Au(111) XAS spectra acquired with parallel and antiparallel
X-ray alignment with respect to the external magnetic field for normal and grazing
incidence at the L2,3 edges of Fe. This signal sits on top of the Au EXAFS back-
ground. b) XMCD spectra obtained from data in a. The different intensity in the
L3 peaks measured at normal and grazing incidence suggests a strong out-of-plane
anisotropy. Also, the high L3/L2 branching ratio reveals a high orbital magnetic mo-
ment. c) Fe/Au(111) XAS spectra acquired in identical conditions as in a. d) XMCD
spectra obtained from data in c. XAS and XMCD line shapes strongly differ from
one system to the other, indicating that the Fe atoms have very different chemical
environments.
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work, multiplet calculations were performed with CRISPY software [162], from
Quanty [163]. A good correspondence with our experimental results is found
with Fe2+, as shown in Figure 5.10 in the Supplementary material section.
Fe2+ usually presents a 3d6 electronic configuration, that is compatible with
a high orbital moment and strong anisotropy. In contrast, Fe3+ typically ar-
ranges into a 3d5 electronic configuration. According to the Hund’s rules, this
yields maximum spin moment (S= 5/2) and no orbital moment (L= 0), except
for very strong crystal fields. Such orbital and spin magnetic moments would
be hardly compatible with the high orbital moment or strong anisotropies that
we detect in the measured spectra.

Orbital and spin magnetic moments can be estimated from XAS and XMCD
spectra through the calculation of the sum rules (already indicated in Eqs. 2.9
and 2.10) [82, 83]. We used spectra acquired at 4 different incidence angles
(ϕ = 0◦, 30◦, 54.7◦, 70◦). In such an uniaxial (C3v) system, the angle depen-
dence of the orbital and effective spin magnetic moments is, respectively [164]:

µL(ϕ) = µzL cos2(ϕ) + µxyL sin2(ϕ) (5.1)

µeff
S (ϕ) = µS − 7[µzT cos2(ϕ) + µxyT sin2(ϕ)] (5.2)

where µS = −2〈Sz〉µB/~ is isotropic, but both the orbital moment µL(ϕ) =
−〈Lϕ

z 〉µB/~ and the dipole magnetic moment of the spin density distribution
µT (ϕ) = 〈Tϕ

z 〉µB/~ are intrinsically anisotropic. The dipolar tensor is traceless,
and therefore µzT + 2µxyT = 0, leaving only four moment components in Eqs.
5.1 and 5.2 as independent. A particular case worth mentioning occurs at the
so-called magic incident angle (ϕm = 54.7◦), where 2 cos2(ϕm) = sin2(ϕm) so
the dipolar term is canceled in Eq. 5.2 yielding a direct measure of µS [165].

In Figure 5.2 the magnetic moments obtained from the sum rules as well
as their fitting to Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 are presented for Fe+DCA/Au(111) and
Fe/Au(111). The fitting parameters are indicated in Table 5.1. Fe/Au(111)
and Fe+DCA/Au(111) present large differences in their orbital magnetic mo-
ments, as previously deduced by their XMCD line shapes. This is in accordance
with the different ligand environment of Fe atoms when forming clusters or em-
bedded in the 2D-MOF. Fe+DCA/Au(111) has a very high out-of-plane orbital
moment (µzL = 1.5 µB/Fe) with a strong anisotropy. In contrast, Fe/Au(111)
clusters present a slight out-of-plane anisotropy with an orbital moment re-
duced by ∼ 84 % with respect to the molecular array (µzL = 0.24 µB/Fe). In
contrast, the spin moment is almost unchanged in both systems.

Element-specific magnetization curves were obtained by recording the XMCD
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Figure 5.2: Angular dependence of the orbital and spin effective moments of a)
Fe+DCA/Au(111) and b) Fe/Au(111) obtained from the sum rules. The data are
fitted to Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2. The orbital moment is higher and much more anisotropic
in the 2D-MOF than for the Fe atoms directly adsorbed on the Au substrate.

µxyL (µB) µzL (µB) µS (µB) µzT (µB)

Fe+DCA/Au(111) 0.24± 0.12 1.50± 0.15 1.88± 0.20 −0.17± 0.04

Fe/Au(111) 0.2± 0.11 0.24± 0.10 1.98± 0.22 −0.08± 0.02

Table 5.1: Orbital and spin magnetic moments of Fe in Fe+DCA/Au(111) and
Fe/Au(111) obtained fom fitting the points in Fig. 5.2 and following Eqs. 5.1 and
5.2.
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Figure 5.3: a) Fe+DCA/Au(111) hysteresis loop measured at the L3 edge of Fe at
normal (ϕ = 0◦, green) and grazing (ϕ = 70◦, red) incidence. Both measurements
present open loops with very high coercive fields, which is ∼ 1.5 T for the out-of-plane
and ∼ 3 T for the in-plane. Such condition has never been reported in a 2D-MOF. At
normal incidence, the magnetization is saturated at 1 T, while at grazing incidence
it is not saturated even at 6 T, which evidences a huge anisotropy. b) Fe/Au(111)
magnetization curves measured at normal and grazing incidence. Coercive fields are
lower than 1 T for both incidence angles. Indeed, the grazing incidence curve presents
a butterfly hysteresis loop. Each point plotted corresponds to the average of 25
measured experimental points.

signal at the L3 edge energy as a function of the magnetic field, cycling it from
6 to −6 T and back to 6 T at normal and grazing incidence. Figure 5.3 shows
the curves obtained for both systems. Fe+DCA/Au(111) presents open hys-
teresis loops with high coercive field values for both incidences. At normal
incidence, the coercive field is ∼ 1.5 T and magnetization is saturated at a
field of less than ∼ 1 T. At grazing incidence, we found a coercive field of
∼ 3.1 T while saturation is not reached at 6 T, (maximum accessible field
at BOREAS). This evidences the high magnetic anisotropy in this 2D-MOF
as well as the presence of collective magnetism. In the Fe/Au(111) system
(see Fig. 5.3b), magnetization curves at both incidences present similar be-
havior. At 6 T both incidences show similar magnetization values without
fully reaching saturation. Moreover, the coercive field is significantly less than
1 T for both incidences. In fact, at grazing incidence, the magnetization curve
presents a closure at 0 T forming a butterfly hysteresis, that is characteristic of
systems with long relaxation times [166, 167]. Such differences evidence that
the hysteresis loop signals shown in Figure 5.3a come almost exclusively from
Fe atoms embedded in the 2D-MOF.

To gain further insight on the interaction between Fe atoms and to con-
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firm that these novel hysteresis loops come from a collective behavior of Fe
atoms, two different experiments were performed. First, XMCD spectra were
recorded as a function of temperature (see Fig. 5.4a, b) under a very small
applied field (H=0.05 T). Starting from RT, XMCD spectra were sequentially
acquired at decreasing temperatures until clear detection of a XMCD signal
occurred at T=30 K. Then, the system was warmed up to T=45 K, where we
confirmed the disappearance of the XMCD signal. Then, for a second time,
we reversed the temperature trend and recorded several more XMCD spectra
until reaching T=2 K. Roman numbers in Figure 5.4a, b indicate such mea-
surement order, starting from T=60 K (i) and finishing with T=2 K (viii).
Importantly, at 40 K (green line in Figure 5.4a) we start to observe a peak
corresponding to the L3 edge that is not detected at 45 K. This signal grows
as the temperature decreases and reaches its maximum at 2 K (the minimum
accessible temperature).

Figure 5.4b represents the area enclosed in the XMCD L3 peaks (from 705

to 712.5 eV) as a function of temperature. Note that we alternatively measured
above and below the system’s critical temperature, reproducibly detecting a
XMCD signal below it, which is indicative of a real phase transition. We use
two different models to fit this experimental data: the Onsager exact solution
for the 2D Ising model [150] (in orange) and a fitting to a Monte Carlo simula-
tion (in green). The Monte Carlo simulation was calculated for a honeycomb
lattice of ∼ 10.000 atoms with first neighbor interactions. The best agreement
is reached with this calculations, since the Onsager exact solution describes
an abrupt decrease of the magnetization at the critical temperature, while the
Monte Carlo simulation describes a smooth transition. A reason for this dis-
agreement is that in the Ising model the nodes can adopt only two states (spin
up or spin down), while in our experimental case, although presenting a strong
out-of-plane anisotropy, they are not purely two-valued.

The second experiment we performed consists in acquiring magnetization
curves at normal incidence (ramping the field from 6 T to 0 T) at differ-
ent temperatures with the intention of constructing an Arrot plot [168]. In
essence, we follow the evolution with temperature of the top section of the
hysteresis loop (green curve in Fig. 5.3a). The results of these magnetization
measurements at normal incidence are presented in Figure 5.4c. Since most
of the magnetization curves do not fully saturate at the maximum magnetic
field experimentally available (6 T), the Arrot could not be finally constructed.
However, the general shape of the magnetic curves with the temperature can
still provide some relevant information. Exponential and linear fittings have
been added to each magnetization measurement as a guide to the eye. At tem-
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peratures T≤ 20 K, such curves have a remnant magnetization showing a clear
ferromagnetic behavior. Contrarily, above 60 K these curves approximate to
straight lines, as expected for a paramagnet at low field and high temperature.
Finally, the curves measured in the range of 35 K≤T≤ 45 K present a convex
shape without remnant magnetization, that cannot be unambiguously assigned
to paramagnetism or ferromagnetism. In conclusion, taking into account both
methods we estimate TC = 35± 5 K in the Fe+DCA/Au(111) system.

Now that we have determined TC , the exchange constant (J) can be esti-
mated from the analytical Onsager solution as J= [TCkBlog(

√
3 + 2)]/2 [150].

In this case (and using TC = 35 K) it is J≈ +1.98 meV. Finding such value
supports the ferromagnetic behavior of the Fe atoms in this system. Indeed,
several exchange mechanisms could be responsible of this collective behavior.
Direct exchange requires overlapping of the Fe electronic clouds, which is dis-
carded in the 2D-MOF, since Fe atoms are bonded to each other through DCA
molecules. An indirect coupling through the substrate electrons (RKKY) could
be plausible, however, it does not usually provide such strong interactions [169–
172]. For example, a lattice of hexadeca-fluorinated Fe phthalocyanine (FeFPc)
and Mn phthalocyanine (MnPc) on Au(111) was reported to present long-range
ferrimagnetic interactions directed by RKKY, but the reported exchange con-
stant was J=0.12 meV, which is an order of magnitude lower that ours [172].
Finally, superexchange through organic molecules emerges as the most con-
vincing mechanism to drive the magnetic coupling in our system. Indeed, it
has been reported to play a role at different 2D and 3D metal-organic assem-
blies [40, 159, 173]. Theory is required to confirm such hypothesis, so we are
looking into it with our collaborators from CFM (San Sebastian).

The exchange constant found here is quite high when compared with other
2D-MOFs reported presenting ferromagnetic interactions [37, 39, 41, 159]. A
similar network where Fe atoms are embedded in molecular N atoms in a three
fold symmetry on a Au(111) substrate was studied by Umbach et al. [159].
It also resulted in a strongly anisotropic system with an out-of-plane easy
magnetization axis. From comparisons between experimental and simulated
magnetization curves, they conclude that this system presents superexchange
through the organic molecules, resulting in an exchange constant of J≈ 80 µeV.
Similarly, Abdurakhmanova et al. obtained superexchange with J≈ 0.27 meV
in a network formed with Ni coordination atoms and TCNQ molecules on
a Au(111) substrate [41]. Independently of whether the magnetic coupling
takes place through organic molecules or the substrate (RKKY) [39], these
interactions are several times weaker than the one presented here. Remarkably,
we present the first hysteresis loop with such a high coercive field in a 2D-
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MOF [36–39, 41, 159]. Thus, although some of the cited networks claim to
present ferromagnetic interactions, we present the first indisputable evidence
a long-range ferromagnetic order in a 2D-MOF.

Several examples in inorganic 2D magnetism can be found in literature.
The first were bulk materials undergoing in-plane interactions much stronger
laterally than in the third dimension [174, 175]. More recently, the attention
has been focused on van der Waals crystals. Some of them have been reported
to present ferromagnetism [176–181], but most of them are not real 2D mate-
rials since their unit cell is thicker than a single atom (for example Fe5GeTe2)
[179] or they are formed by several weakly interacting 2D layers [181]. As ex-
ceptions, CrI3 [178] and graphitic Zn1−xCoxO [177] do present ferromagnetism
in single layers.

In conclusion, we show that Fe+DCA/Au(111) presents ferromagnetism
below 35 K. This is the first case of 2D ferromagnetic long-range order in a
metal-organic material and constitutes a good experimental approach to the
2D Ising model.

5.1.2 The role of the substrate: Fe+DCA/Ag(111)

The same magnetic characterization was carried out for Fe+DCA/Ag(111) to
determine the substrate’s influence on the magnetic properties of Fe+DCA
network. As shown in Figure 5.5a, the L2,3 edges are visualized in the XAS
spectra (which confirms the presence of Fe) on top of the Ag EXAFS. In spite
of this, we find in Figure 5.5b that the XMCD signal is practically unnoticeable
at the L3 edge at normal and grazing incidence [it is an order of magnitude
smaller than in Fe+DCA/Au(111)]. We find that the grazing dichroic signal
is slightly more prominent, which suggests an in-plane anisotropy.

Orbital and spin effective moments obtained with the sum rules are fitted
by Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2. The results are presented in Figure 5.6 and summarized
in Table 5.2. As deduced from XMCD spectra, orbital moments are quite low
with a slight in-plane anisotropy (µxyL = 0.18 µB). This is highly reduced
when compared with Fe+DCA/Au(111), whose orbital moment at its easy
axis is µzL = 1.5 µB. Moreover, we find a much lower spin magnetic moment
µS = 0.61 µB.

In essence, we find that the Fe+DCA network magnetism is strongly modi-
fied depending if it is formed on Ag(111) or Au(111) substrates. On Au(111) it
results in high orbital and spin magnetic moments with a strong out-of-plane
anisotropy, presenting ferromagnetic long-range interaction between Fe atoms
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Figure 5.6: Angular dependence of the orbital and spin effective moments of
Fe+DCA/Ag(111) obtained by the sum rules. The data are fitted to Eqs. 5.1 and
5.2 and the fitting results are presented in Table 5.2

µxyL (µB) µzL (µB) µS (µB) µzT (µB)

Fe+DCA/Ag(111) 0.18± 0.05 0.16± 0.04 0.61± 0.04 0.06± 0.01

Table 5.2: Orbital and spin magnetic moments of Fe in Fe+DCA/Ag(111) network
obtained from fitting the experimental data in Fig. 5.6.
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with TC ∼ 35 K. Contrarily, in Fe+DCA/Ag(111) the orbital and spin mag-
netic moments are strongly reduced and the anisotropy turns out to be very
slightly in-plane.

In the previous chapter, we showed that the electronic properties of M+DCA
networks are strongly modified by the substrate. Likewise, this applies to
the magnetic properties of the networks. One of the possible reasons behind
such different behavior could be related to the magnetic screening of surface
electrons due to an enhancement of the electronic coupling of Fe with the
Ag substrate. This is plausible since despite the stronger interaction with
Ag(111), its surface state persists upon covering the substrate with Fe+DCA
network. However, one would expect the high magnetic moment observed on
Fe+DCA/Au(111) survive at least partially to the Kondo screening, as it is
usually the case [182].

Another reason for the vanishing of the magnetic moment on Ag(111) could
be the charge transfer from the substrate accompanied by a charge redistri-
bution in Fe 3d orbitals, as reported in other metal-organic 2D systems [182–
184]. We believe this option to be the most feasible, since this agrees with the
strongly different interaction between M+DCA networks and both substrates
[Ag(111) and Au(111)] determined in Chapter 4.

5.1.3 Coordination atom dependence: Co+DCA networks

To complement the previous study, the magnetic properties of Co+DCA net-
works on Au(111) and Ag(111) were investigated. For this, XAS and XMCD
spectra were measured at the L2,3 edges of Co. We note however, that the re-
sults are inconclusive since we detected a significant beam damage that could
very well alter the results presented in this subsection.

The magnetic characterization of Co+DCA/Au(111) is presented in Fig.
5.7. As in the previous cases, Co XAS sits on top of the Au EXAFS. The
XMCD spectra line shapes show two main broad peaks from the L2,3 edges,
which is characteristic from metallic systems. However, they also present a
shoulder at ∼ 782 eV, which could be indicative of a slight decoupling of
Co from the substrate. L3 XMCD peak intensity is higher for grazing inci-
dence (ϕ = 70◦), which suggests an in-plane anisotropy. Finally, magnetization
curves measured at normal and grazing incidence angles are shown in Figure
5.7c. Both curves present similar shapes corresponding to a typical paramag-
netic behavior, but beam damage altering these results cannot be discarded.

Equivalent measurements and analysis were performed for Co+DCA/Ag(111)
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Figure 5.7: XAS and XMCD characterization at the L2,3 edges of Co for the
Co+DCA/Au(111) network. We stress that beamdamage may exist in these datasets.
a) XAS spectra acquired for parallel and antiparallel X-ray alignment with respect
to the external magnetic field at normal and grazing incidence. b) XMCD spectra
obtained from data in a at both incidence angles. c) Magnetization curves acquired
in the L3 edge ramping the magnetic field. Each point plotted corresponds to the
average of 10 measured experimental points.
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Figure 5.8: XAS and XMCD characterization at the L2,3 edges of Co for the
Co+DCA/Ag(111) network. a) XAS spectra obtained for parallel and antiparallel
X-ray alignment with respect to the external magnetic field at normal and grazing
incidence. b) XMCD spectra obtained from data in a at both incidence angles. c)
Magnetization curves acquired by XMCD in the L3 edge ramping the magnetic field.
Each point plotted corresponds to the average of 10 measured experimental points.

network that are summarized in Figure 5.8. XMCD line shapes are character-
ized by two featureless peaks corresponding to the L2,3 edges. Unfortunately,
we cannot discard that beam damage might have altered again these results.
As in the case of Co+DCA/Au(111), the L3 XMCD peak intensity is higher
at grazing incidence, which suggests an in-plane anisotropy. Magnetization
curves measured at normal and grazing incidence are similar to each other and
their shape is typical from paramagnetic systems. Here, the magnetic signal
at 6 T appears with similar intensity at both angles, which differs from the
spectra obtained in Figure 5.8b. This difference could be due to molecular
beam damage, since the sample is illuminated longer times for magnetization
curve measurements than for XMCD spectra.

We derive the orbital and spin effective moments from the sum rules applied
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Figure 5.9: Angular dependence of the orbital and spin effective moments of a)
Co+DCA/Au(111) and b) Co+DCA/Ag(111) obtained from the sum rules. The
data are fitted to Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 and the fitting results are presented in Table 5.3

to XAS and XMCD measurements performed at 4 different incidence angles
(ϕ = 0◦, 30◦, 54.7◦, 70◦). The obtained data were fitted to Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2,
analogously to the Fe case and we show in Figure 5.9 the angular dependent
results of the magnetic moments, which are summarized in Table 5.3. Con-
trarily to the L3 peak difference in the XMCD spectra, both systems appear
quite anisotropic, not showing any preferential direction. Co+DCA/Ag(111)
holds a high orbital moment (µzL = 1.03 µB/Co), that is reduced by a 81 %

when the network is formed on Au(111). In the same way, the high spin mo-
ment observed in Co+DCA/Ag(111) (µS = 3.87 µB/Co) is sharply reduced
on Au(111).

µxyL (µB) µzL (µB) µS (µB) µzT (µB)

Co+DCA/Au(111) 0.18± 0.02 0.19± 0.02 0.77± 0.08 −0.02± 0.01

Co+DCA/Ag(111) 0.94± 0.09 1.03± 0.10 3.87± 0.38 −0.09± 0.01

Table 5.3: Orbital and spin magnetic moments of Co in the indicated assemblies
obtained from fitting the experimental data in Figure 5.7 and 5.8.

We stress that during the Co+DCA measurements a relevant beam dam-
age was detected from the very intense X-ray flux on the metal-organic net-
works. Fortunately, after noticing lack of reproducibility, Fe+DCA systems
were measured with a much lower flux rendering reliable and reproducible
data. Consequently, we believe that the collective behavior of magnetic cen-
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ters in Co+DCA networks, if any, could be lost due to the beam damage on
the organic molecules.

In summary, Co+DCA networks present similar magnetic properties when
prepared on Au(111) or Ag(111) substrate. Both of them show mainly broad
peaks in their XMCD spectra, suggesting a certain hybridization or delocal-
ization of Co 3d electrons. However, the line shape of XMCD spectra on
Co+DCA/Au(111) suggests that this system is more decoupled than the one
formed on Ag(111). This idea coincides with the lower interaction of M+DCA
networks with Au(111) shown in Chapter 4. Magnetization curves performed
in both metal-organic structures present similar shapes that are typical from
paramagnetic systems, so we infer that the interaction between Co atoms is
weak or absent. Nevertheless, these measurements are subject to molecular
beam damage, that could alter any existing magnetic collectivity. Finally, the
magnetic moments calculated by the sum rules show that the Co+DCA net-
works are quite isotropic, while their magnetic moments are tailored by the
choice of the underlying substrate.

5.2 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied by X-ray techniques the magnetic properties
of M+DCA networks coordinated with magnetic atoms (Fe or Co) on different
noble metal surfaces [Au(111) and Ag(111)]. Importantly, Fe+DCA/Au(111)
network has been demonstrated to be the first metal-organic 2D ferromagnet,
with a Curie temperature of TC ∼ 35 K. This, in addition to the strong out-of-
plane anisotropy makes this system a very good experimental approach to the
Ising model. In contrast, the same network formed on a Ag(111) substrate, the
Fe magnetic moment is almost undetected at 6 T, presumably due to charge
transfer and charge redistribution effects in the Fe atoms. Finally, although
a conclusive result could not be reached due to beam damage, we observed
Co+DCA networks to be slightly affected by the substrate. On both substrates,
highly isotropic magnetic moments without any signal of collectivity is found.
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5.3 Supplementary material for Chapter 5

In this section some supplementary figures mentioned along the main text are
shown.
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Figure 5.10: Simulated Fe XMCD spectrum obtained by multiplet calculations with
the CRISPY software performed at the L2,3 edges of Fe at a Fe2+ ion. Crystal field
parameters: Dq(3d)=0.013, Dσ(3d)=−0.053, Dτ(3d)=−0.13.
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Chapter 6

2D-MOFs as templates to the
growth of metals

The final property we shall study of these metal-organic networks is their use as
templates to nanostructure different metals on them, as it has been reported
for network components [46], pores [47] or both [48]. In particular, we use
Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network as template to nanostructure Sm and Fe. We find
that Sm forms a single atom superlattice after its evaporation at RT on the
metal-organic network. Interestingly, the revealed superlattice structure and
periodicity is directly provided by the underlying molecular phase. However,
this formation distorts the underlying network and compromises its integrity,
as observed when studying its topography and electronic properties. Such
structural deformation is even more evident when evaporating Fe onto the
Cu+DCA network. Small nanoclusters are formed that can be tuned in size
by varying the Fe coverage and substrate temperature during deposition. This
determines their orbital magnetic moment and coercive fields, that we find to
increase as the particle size decreases.
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6.1 Nanostructuring Sm atom arrays on 2D-MOFs

The most stable network we formed is Cu+DCA/Cu(111), judging by its per-
fect adatom-molecule stoichiometry, its perfect registry with the substrate and
the flawless and extended self-assembled arrays. In this way, we use it as tem-
plate to try to nanostructure a rare earth element, e.g. Sm. After preparing
the network as described in Chapter 3, a dilute quantity of Sm atoms is evapo-
rated onto it at RT. Sm atoms are visualized in the STM as bright spots that
are identified as single atoms, which are positioned on top of the network, as
shown in Figure 6.1. However, they do not lay exactly on the coordination Cu
adatoms, but are slightly shifted to a position between the Cu adatom and the
molecular cyano group. Interestingly, we find that the Sm atoms preferentially
lay on the network or at the island borders, but never on the pristine Cu(111)
surface (see Fig. 6.2a).

Honeycomb superlattices

Knowing that the Sm atoms are attracted onto the coordination adatoms, we
tried to form a long-range superstructure. For that, we sequentially added
minute quantities of Sm atoms until they covered the Cu adatoms of the net-
work. As a result, a quasi-honeycomb superlattice of Sm is formed, as shown

Figure 6.1: A diluted quantity of Sm deposited on Cu+DCA/Cu(111) at RT displays
single atom positioning onto the coordination atoms of the network. STM parameters:
10× 10 nm2; It = 100 pA/VB = −500 mV.
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in Figure 6.2. Hereafter, we will name this structure as Sm/(p)-DCA and refer
to the quantity necessary to cover the 2D-MOF with a single atom superlattice
(i.e. 2 Sm atoms per unit cell) as a monolayer of Sm. In Figure 6.2b, c, the
same area scanned with opposite VB provides a proper visualization of Sm
atoms and network alternatively.

The formation of such Sm superlattice was achieved, as shown in Figure
6.2. However, the presence of Sm atoms generates distortions in the underlying
network. This comes as a surprise, since the initial Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network
is extremely regular and grows in extended domains, as shown in Figure 3.1.
Indeed, the symmetry directions are no longer followed, as visualized from the
parallel yellow lines depicted in Figure 6.2a, which exhibit an irregular rotation.
Moreover, we detect the presence of large cavities within the network domains
unobserved in absence of Sm. Therefore, the formation of Sm superlattice can
strongly modify the initial periodicity of the underlying network. Nevertheless,
a quasi-honeycomb Sm single atom superlattice is formed at the expense of
introducing imperfections in the underlying metal-organic network.

Such distortions in the network must necessarily alter the electronic prop-
erties of Cu+DCA/Cu(111), especially the multi-band state, i.e. the electronic
feature coming from extended network bands. In Figure 6.3, the electronic
properties of Sm/(p)-DCA are shown. The dI/dV spectra are obtained from
a large grid measurement performed at a sample region with a submonolayer
quantity of Sm atoms (see Fig. 6.3b). In the image, Sm atoms appear brighter
than those Cu coordination sites without them. In the legend of Figure 6.3a,
the number inside the brackets indicates the number of adjacent Sm atoms
linked to each DCA molecule: no neighbouring Sm atoms [DCA (0)], sur-
rounded by 2 Sm atoms [DCA (2)] or by only one [DCA (1)]). The same is
indicated for the pores: with no adjacent Sm atoms [pore (0)] or surrounded
by 6 of them [pore (6)].

We now compare the spectral features observed with and without adjacent
Sm atoms with the bare Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network explored in Chapter 3.
First, we no longer detect the network state previously identified at −0.55 V.
This is somewhat expected since the loss of periodicity and the local interac-
tion of the Cu and Sm quenches this collective state. Interestingly, at 0.2 V
we detect the confined surface state, as in the bare network case. However,
not all pores confine equally. We find energy dependent intensity differences
depending on the number of surrounding Sm atoms (cf. brighter pores in Fig.
6.3e). In particular, there is an energy downshift (of ∼ 50 mV) of the pore
state when surrounded by 6 Sm atoms compared to being surrounded by none.
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a)

b) c)

Figure 6.2: Sm hexagonal superlattice of single atoms grown on the
Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network. a) Overview of the distorted honeycomb Sm superstruc-
ture grown on the Cu+DCA/Cu(111). b), c) Close ups performed at the same area
with opposite bias voltages. In b the underlying network is well visualized while in c
the Sm superlattice is more evident. The Sm is slightly displaced from the on top of
the coordination atom, leading to a slightly irregular honeycomb lattice. STM param-
eters: a) 100×50 nm2; It = 200 pA/VB = −1 V; b) 6×6 nm2; It = 100 pA/VB = 1 V;
c) 6× 6 nm2; It = 100 pA/VB = −1 V.
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Those pores with 6 Sm atoms near them present a downshifted confined sur-
face state, at 0 V (see Fig. 6.3d). This downshift indicates a reduced capacity
to confine the Cu(111) surface state upon the presence of Sm atoms. The
network distortion and the vertical interaction occurring with the Cu adatoms
could be the reason for this subtle confinement reduction. Finally, two strong
molecular states are detected at 0.8 V (the anthracene broad state) and the
onset of another at 1.5 V (the anthracene slim state), at similar energies than
in the pristine network (see Figure 6.3f, g). Interestingly, the intensity of
these molecular states is modulated by the presence of Sm atoms. In the STS
spectra presented in Figure 6.3a, the anthracene broad state is prominently
detected for DCA without Sm atoms (green triangles) that is quenched when
the molecule has 2 Sm atoms at its sides (green squares). This effect can be
observed in the dI/dV grid map in Figure 6.3f. A similar behavior is detected
at the anthracene slim state, that is progressively attenuated with the presence
of adjacent Sm atoms, but does not disappear (see Fig. 6.3a, g). We attribute
the prominent peak at the Cu adatoms observed at 0.8 V in Figure 6.3a to be
a contribution from the molecular states coming from DCA molecules around
it, only accessible in absence of any on-top Sm.

Unraveling new Sm superlattice phases

The spontaneous formation of a Cu+DCA MHK lattice is obtained by evapo-
ration of DCA molecules on a clean Cu(111), as explained in Chapter 3. An
excess of DCA molecules (above a porous monolayer coverage) results in the
emergence of new, denser, compact network islands in coexistence with the
porous one [96]. Figure 6.4a shows such coexistence and the detailed structure
of both phases is presented in panels b and c. This new compact phase, that
we will name (c)-DCA is formed by trimers joined by a Cu atom by one of
their cyano groups and leaves no pores. The molecular density of the porous
phase is of ∼ 0.75 DCA molecules per nm2 whereas in the compact phase, ∼ 1

per nm2. By the precise tuning of DCA molecules evaporation, a monolayer
of compact phase, porous phase or their coexistence can be selectively grown.

Analogously, the evaporation of a dilute quantity of Sm atoms on this
compact phase at RT results in the formation of a denser Sm superlattice of
independent atoms, when compared to Sm/(p)-DCA. In particular, the result
of the evaporation of Sm atoms onto the coexistence of both molecular phases
is presented in Figure 6.5. The honeycomb superlattice found in Sm/(p)-DCA
transforms into a denser, squared superstructure of Sm/(c)-DCA. The already
described network distortions introduced upon Sm vertical adsorption causes
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Figure 6.3: Electronic characterization of Sm/(p)-DCA network. a) dI/dV spectra
at the characteristic points of the network. Numbers inside the brackets in the legend
indicate the number of Sm atoms in proximity to each element. b) Close up of the
network with Sm atoms that are identified as brighter dots in the Cu adatom positions.
Coloured symbols indicate the position of spectra shown in a and the black square
indicates the dI/dV grid measurement area. c)-g) dI/dV isoenergetic grid maps
at the indicated energies. h)-k) Schematics of the states spatial distribution inferred
from c-g. STS/STM parameters: a), c)-g) Regulation point: It = 100 pA/VB = −1V ;
Vrms = 9.8 mV, fosc = 817 Hz; b) 10× 10 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = 1V .
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a)

b) c)

Figure 6.4: Porous [(p)-DCA] and compact [(c)-DCA] phases of Cu+DCA/Cu(111)
networks. a) Coexisting phases when the coverage slightly exceeds the porous mono-
layer. b) Porous and c) compact phases with the stick-ball model overlaid. STM pa-
rameters: a) 100× 50 nm2, It = 200 pA/VB = 1 V; b) 8× 8 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB =

1 V, with a CO-functionalized tip; c) 8 × 8 nm2, It = 100 pA/VB = 1 V, with a
CO-functionalized tip.
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a) b)

Figure 6.5: Single atom Sm superlattices grown on Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network yield-
ing porous and compact phases. a) Overview of single Sm atom superlattice grown
on both phases. On the porous one, a honeycomb superstructure is formed while
on the compact phase, the Sm superstructure has a higher density. b) Detail of the
Sm superlattice porous and compact phases. STM parameters: a) 100 × 50 nm2,
It = 200 pA/VB = −500 mV; b) 20× 20 nm2, It = 200 pA/VB = 500 mV.

the formation of smaller molecular domains compared to when only molecules
are present on the surface (compare Fig 6.4a with Fig 6.5a). Indeed, Sm atoms
induce modifications in the underlying metal-organic structure, distorting the
network and changing the size of the phase domains.

Other lanthanide 2D superlattices have been grown, mostly on Gr/Ir(111)
[185–187] or metallic surfaces [188, 189]. However, our system presents two
main advantages: (i) It is generated by simple RT evaporation and, more
importantly, Sm atoms are immobilized (even at RT) on the metal-organic
network, as observed in the RT-STM images presented in Figure 6.10 in the
Supplementary material section. Among the lanthanide superlattices, just
Cs/Gr/Ir(111) is generated at RT [187]. (ii) The superlattice structure is
tunable to some degree by the molecular coverage, which controls the underly-
ing molecular phase and their relative densities. This is practically impossible
when the underlying substrate is a metallic pristine surface or graphene. In-
deed, further experiments could be performed with 2D-MOFs as templates
with the aim of modifying different lanthanide superlattice interparticle dis-
tance, structure, etc.

X-ray absorption of Sm superlattices

The Sm superlattices are highly interesting from the electronic perspective, so
we studied them by X-ray absorption techniques to find the atomic valence in
this coordination. Specifically, we measured XAS at the M4,5 edges (3d→ 4f
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Figure 6.6: XAS at the M4,5 edges of Sm at a) Sm/(p)-DCA and b) Sm/(c)-DCA
superlattices at normal incidence. Both line shapes correspond to a Sm3+ state.

transitions) of Sm. To do so, a complete monolayer of porous or compact mo-
lecular phases were grown, and then a proportional quantity of Sm was eva-
porated onto it to grow close to a monolayer of Sm/(p)-DCA or Sm/(c)-DCA.
The evaporation of Sm was carefully calibrated by previous STM topographic
measurements to avoid cluster formation and obtain only the signal from sin-
gle Sm atoms, as shown in Figure 6.10 in the Supplementary material section.
These measurements were performed at ID32 in ESRF, Grenoble. The pre-
sented spectra were acquired at T∼ 7 K and H=9 T. Figure 6.6 presents the
XAS spectra of both superlattice phases. Both networks present a line shape
with a similar multiplet structure, corresponding to Sm3+ [190]. Multiplet cal-
culations of Sm3+ performed with CRISPY software is shown in Figure 6.11
in the Supplementary material section, presenting the same spectral features
found experimentally in Figure 6.6. The total intensity is higher in Sm/(c)-
DCA since it contains more absorbing Sm atoms than Sm/(p)-DCA. Further
differences are not expected, since the local chemical environment is practically
identical and the Sm atoms are too far away to interact with their nearest in
kind. Moreover, in rare earths the inner 4f shell is not involved in the forma-
tion of chemical bonds. XAS was measured with circularly polarized light with
the intention of obtaining XMCD datasets that would provide information on
the magnetic properties of Sm/(p)-DCA and Sm/(c)-DCA. However, we find
our results controversial so further experiments are necessary to unravel them.
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6.2 Creating Fe nanoclusters from 2D-MOFs

We further use the templating character of Cu+DCA network to nanostructure
Fe intending to either fill the pores or to generate isolated Fe atoms on top of the
coordination Cu. Once the molecular layer is completely covering the surface,
we evaporate the Fe atoms at a slow rate (∼ 0.06 ML per minute) controlling
the temperature of the substrate to finely tune the kinetics of the system. The
presence of the network strongly alters the mobility of the Fe atoms on the
surface and, instead of the triangular Fe/Cu(111) bilayer islands [191], small
nanodots or clusters are observed. Figure 6.7a shows the result of depositing
0.9 ML of Fe onto a clean Cu(111) substrate at RT that covers roughly half
of the surface due to double height island formation. Contrarily, depositing
the same amount of Fe on a Cu(111) surface completely covers the porous
Cu+DCA network, as shown in Figure 6.7b. Interestingly, a defined periodi-
city is not found for these Fe clusters, which hints at the possibility that the
network underneath could be partly destroyed upon Fe deposition. From a
close inspection of STM images at much lower Fe coverages (cf. Fig. 6.12), we
find that these atoms start nucleating on top of network sites, but avoid cluster-
ing within the nanopores. In consequence, the molecular array is structurally
affected at the expense of the formation of these clusters. The variation of the
substrate temperature upon Fe deposition can additionally alter the kinetics of
the system and change the nanoparticle growth. When evaporating identical
Fe amounts on a cooled down surface (down to 80− 120 K) and subsequently
letting it warm up to RT, the resulting nanodots turn out to be smaller and
more regular in size (see Fig. 6.7c).

The STM images of Figure 6.7 were prepared evaporating the same amount
of Fe on the surface (0.9 ML), so the resulting structures can be directly com-
pared. A precise determination of the Fe nanocluster dimensions requires per-
forming particle size and height systematic evaluation. To this end, we apply
the grain analysis tools of Gwyddion software [192] to several 100 × 100 nm2

images of the three studied cases, which yields the particles height and pro-
jected area of each. In the following we label the three sets of samples as
Fe/Cu (upon absence of the network), and Fe/DCA-(RT) or Fe/DCA-(LT) as
indication of the temperature dependent deposition upon the porous phase of
the network.

In the particle height analysis, we observe that the nanoclusters grown onto
the DCA network preferentially form one atomic height and initiate the forma-
tion of the second one only for coverages higher than ∼ 0.5 ML, independently
of the deposition temperature. This differs from the Fe/Cu case, where the
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Fe/Cu Fe/DCA-(RT) Fe/DCA-(LT)

2ML
3ML

a) b) c)

Figure 6.7: Representative STM topographies of different Fe arrangements on the
Cu substrate or on the DCA network. a) Triangular Fe islands grown on Cu(111)
consisting mostly of two atomic heights. b) Fe nanodots grown on Cu+DCA network
at RT. c) Fe nanodots grown on DCA network at ∼ 100 K. All the samples have
been prepared with 0.9 ML Fe coverage. All image STM parameters: 35 × 35 nm2;
It = 50 pA/VB = 1.5 V.

islands spontaneously grow in two atomic heights from the very beginning.
However, the projected area analysis yields complex results that demand some
closer attention. Figure 6.8a shows in different line colours the areal distribu-
tion (normalized to one) for the three types of samples shown in Figure 6.7. As
already inferred from the topography images, Fe/Cu islands (in black) have a
very broad area distribution when compared to the nanostructured Fe/DCA-
(RT) and Fe/DCA-(LT) samples. This is visualized as a large spreadout of
island sizes exhibiting very low count rates, which implies an undefined average
size in comparison to the other two cases. Oppositely, the lines from Fe/DCA-
(RT) and Fe/DCA-(LT) reach the maximum at the smallest areas and rapidly
fall to zero indicating a much narrower and smaller size distribution. The drop
of the Fe/DCA-(LT) (blue line) is much steeper than Fe/DCA-(RT) (red line)
implying an even smaller size-defined nanostructures. Indeed, Figure 6.8b, c
clearly shows this when the histogram resolution is improved and the scale
is limited to 20 nm2 for the Fe/DCA-(RT) and Fe/DCA-(LT) plots. Their
direct comparison reveals a narrower distribution for Fe/DCA-(LT), reflecting
that more regular and smaller nanoclusters are generated when cooling the
substrate during Fe deposition.

All these experiments and analysis were also performed for lower Fe cover-
ages. Indeed, when depositing half the amount of Fe (0.45 ML), our analysis
yields for both LT and RT evaporation smaller particles compared to the previ-
ous case (see Table 6.1). A systematic analysis for different Fe coverages clearly
shows this effect in the histograms contained in Fig. 6.13 in the Supplemen-
tary material section. These results demonstrates that the average particle
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Figure 6.8: Fe nanodots area analysis obtained from 0.9 ML STM images (see
Fig. 6.7). a) Compared area distribution for Fe/Cu islands (black squares) and
Fe/DCA nanodots grown both at RT (red circles) and LT (blue triangles). The
intensities are normalized to unity for direct comparison of the three cases. Blow-up
and improved resolution for the area histograms of Fe/DCA-(RT) (b) and Fe/DCA-
(LT) (c), which show that the nanoparticles display a narrower distribution when Fe
is deposited at LT.
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Table 6.1: Average area of Fe nanodots as a function of the substrate deposition
temperature and Fe coverage when the network covers completely the surface. These
values were obtained by fitting histograms like the ones shown in Figure 6.13 with a
Lognormal distribution.

Fe coverage (ML) Dot area (nm2)
Fe/DCA-(RT) Fe/DCA-(LT)

0.45 3.40 ± 0.95 1.78 ± 0.85
0.90 6.23 ± 1.14 2.59 ± 0.98

size can be controlled through the variation of the Fe coverage and substrate
temperature.

The presence of the Cu+DCA network layer has a clear nanostructuring
effect in the Fe growth. It hinders the diffusion of Fe atoms and prevents large
island nucleation, as it happens when the deposition occurs on the pristine
Cu(111) surface. The substrate temperature during deposition and the overall
coverage allows a certain control over the final nanoparticle size. Indeed, for a
particular amount of Fe, the nanodot size can be approximately halved when
the deposition is done at LT (see Table 6.1). Notably, once the dots have
nucleated we find them to be stable at RT, since their thermal energy turns
out to be insufficient to alter their size (See Figure 6.13).

Magnetic properties of Fe nanodots

The exceptional regularity of the Fe nanodots formed throughout the surface
allows us to study their magnetic response using spatial averaging techniques.
We have performed XAS and XMCD measurements on the four Fe/DCA sam-
ples indicated in Table 6.1 and on equivalent preparations without the net-
work presence (Fe/Cu islands). From the recorded spectra we find that all
these samples (with and without the DCA network) exhibit out-of-plane easy
magnetization axis, in agreement with previous work on Fe/Cu(111) [193].
Furthermore, using the magneto-optical sum rules [82, 83], we can extract the
third component of orbital and effective spin magnetic moments per atom pro-
jected on the quantization axis, i.e. µL(γ) and µeff

S (γ), where γ is defined as
the angle between the surface normal and the incident beam (that coincides
with the external magnetization direction). In our analysis we can neglect the
in-plane anisotropy. Contrary to Fe stripes on Cu(111), the 2D metal-organic
network structures can be considered as isotropic due to their three-fold sym-
metry, as is also the case for the Fe/DCA islands.
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Nanodot average µL µeff
S

area (nm2) (µB/atom) (µB/atom)

1.78 0.159± 0.002 1.380± 0.023

2.59 0.143± 0.007 1.448± 0.008

3.40 0.128± 0.001 1.387± 0.014

6.23 0.128± 0.003 1.463± 0.017

Table 6.2: Magnetic orbital and effective spin moments at normal incidence for dif-
ferent particle sizes, obtained from the XMCD sum rules.

The fits of the magneto-optical sum rules to our data are performed by ap-
plying Equations 5.1 and 5.2, analogously to the analysis presented in Chapter
5. These fittings clearly show that (i) the orbital magnetic moments increase
significantly and (ii) the anisotropy of both resulting moments become larger
whenever the network is present during Fe deposition (for the Fe/DCA cases)
compared to the Fe/Cu samples. These datasets can be found in the Supple-
mental material file, which shows in Figure 6.14 in the Supplementary material
section the µL(γ) and µeff

S (γ) plots and corresponding fits for all the measured
samples and lists in Table 6.3 the extracted values of the relevant magnetic
moments (µzL, µ

xy
L , µS , and µzT ).

Notably, we find a clear correlation between the particle size and the orbital
magnetic moment (see Table 6.2 for a direct comparison between the values of
the magnetic moments obtained at normal incidence with the nanodot average
area). This is in good agreement with the expected trend of enhanced orbital
moment whenever the particle size diminishes. Such trend relates to the up-
scaling of the surface to volume ratio that reduces the average number of
neighbors per atom and therefore inhibits the quenching of the orbital magnetic
moment [155, 193, 194].

In addition to these measurements, we acquired magnetization loops for
normal (ϕ = 0◦) and grazing (ϕ = 70◦) beam incidence at otherwise identi-
cal sample conditions (see Fig. 6.9). For direct comparison, the experimental
magnetization loops are scaled to the magnetic moment per Fe atom using the
total magnetic moment obtained from the sum rules at 6 T. The plot of the
magnetization curves in Fig. 6.9a for the different systems grown at 0.9 ML
evidences that the enclosed area in a cycle increases with decreasing particle
size. Moreover, while Fe/Cu systems are practically saturated at normal inci-
dence, the saturation in Fe/DCA samples is not reached at 6 T. We also note
that both the orbital magnetic moment and the coercive field are progressively
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Figure 6.9: Fe nanodots magnetic properties. a) XMCD magnetization loops for the
three sample types with 0.9 ML Fe coverage. Constant vertical offsets have been
applied for proper data visualization and their corresponding axis partially indicated
on the right. b) The magnetic orbital moment (µL) and coercive fields (HC) are
displayed as a function of the nanodot average area. The dotted and dashed horizontal
lines correspond to the µL and HC values obtained from 0.9 ML Fe/Cu(111) islands.
The empty triangle at the top left of the graph is a µL reference corresponding to a
∼ 3 Fe atom cluster that was extracted from Ref. [157].
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reduced as the particle area increases, approaching slowly towards their bulk
values (see Fig. 6.9b).

Such nanostructuration largely affects the magnetic properties of the sys-
tem since the number of average broken bonds per Fe atom increases [195, 196].
We find that the magnetic orbital moment is enhanced as the average cluster
size is reduced, indicating a close relation to the larger surface-to-volume ratio
and accordingly the lower chemical saturation [193, 194]. The obtained µL
values are enclosed between the triple atom clusters (the empty triangle in
Fig. 6.9) and the Fe/Cu islands (dotted line in Fig. 6.9). Contrarily to this,
the spin effective magnetic moment (µeff

S ) does not appear to be sensitive to
the nanodot size changes (see Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.14).

Our Fe nanoparticles display a distinct magnetic anisotropy energy with
out-of-plane easy axis, which is estimated not only from the angle dependent
magnetic moments, but also from the width defined by the magnetization
curves (see Fig. 6.9a). Furthermore, we find higher coercive fields for our
nanoparticles compared to the Fe/Cu islands (see Fig. 6.9). This is an expected
condition of nanoclusters since surface atoms are known to present higher HC

than bulk atoms [197–200]. In essence, we find that both µL and HC follow
the same tendency with the Fe nanodot average area, i.e. with the relative
amount of edge vs bulk atoms.
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6.3 Conclusions

In conclusion, the spontaneously formed Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network has shown
its use to nanostructure Sm and Fe metals. Sm evaporation onto the porous
phase generates a superlattice of independent Sm atoms, while Fe evaporation
drives to the formation of small nanoclusters (1 − 6 nm2) at the expense of
distorting the periodicity or destroying the underlying networks. Moreover,
the modification of some preparation parameters allows us a certain control
over their geometry. The symmetry of Sm superlattices depends directly on
the underlying molecular phase, while in the case of Fe, clusters of reduced size
are formed whenever evaporated onto the network kept at 80− 120 K. Impor-
tantly, all these nanostructures are found to be stable at RT. We demonstrated
that Fe clusters present enhanced orbital moment and coercive fields as particle
size is decreased. The templating effect of this network could be investigated
in depth by varying further preparation parameters or using different metals.
This could be specially interesting in the case of rare earths.
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6.4 Supplementary material for Chapter 6

In this section some supplementary figures mentioned along the main text are
shown.

a)

b)

Figure 6.10: RT-STM images acquired in-situ just before XAS and XMCD mea-
surements. a) Porous molecular phase with a partial coverage of the honeycomb Sm
superlattice [Sm/(p)-DCA]. b) Compact molecular phase with a multidomain squared
Sm superlattice [Sm/(c)-DCA]. STM parameters: 100×45 nm2, a) It = 100 pA/VB =

1 V; b) It = 110 pA/VB = −1V.
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Figure 6.11: Simulated XAS obtained by multiplet calculations performed at the
M4,5 edges of Sm at a Sm3+ ion with CRISPY software. Crystal field parameters:
B40(4f)=0.01, B60(4f)=0.2.

Figure 6.12: RT-STM image of Fe nanodots prepared at RT and in low coverage
(0.3 ML). We identify undestroyed (marked in blue) and ruined (marked in red)
parts of the network after Fe deposition. Consequently, the Fe nanodots destroy the
underlying structure. STM parameters: 50× 50 nm2, It = 50 pA/VB = 1.5 V.
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Figure 6.13: Nanodots assemblies as a function of preparation parameters: coverage
(each row represents a different coverage) and substrate temperature during deposition
(RT on the left column and LT on the second). For each case, a STM image and the
dots areas distribution of that sample are presented. We observe that for all the
coverages, the effect of depositing Fe at LT makes the nanodots distribution to be
narrower and centered in a much smaller area value. All images STM parameters are:
50× 50 nm2, It = 50 pA/VB = 1.5 V.
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Figure 6.14: Fit of the magnetic moments obtained from application of the sum rules
to the experimental XMCD data: orbital magnetic moments (orange) and effective
spin (blue). The lines are fits to Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2.
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µxyL (µB) µzL (µB) µS (µB) µzT (µB)

Fe/Cu-(RT)
0.90 ML

0.089± 0.001 0.094± 0.001 1.19± 0.03 −0.021±0.008

Fe/Cu-(RT)
0.45 ML

0.081± 0.009 0.089± 0.007 1.18± 0.04 −0.007±0.010

Fe/Cu-(LT)
0.90 ML

0.079± 0.003 0.103± 0.003 1.39± 0.02 −0.012±0.005

Fe/Cu-(LT)
0.45 ML

0.102± 0.009 0.117± 0.008 1.48± 0.01 −0.011±0.003

Fe/DCA-
(RT) 0.90 ML

0.105± 0.015 0.142± 0.009 1.22± 0.04 −0.033±0.010

Fe/DCA-
(RT) 0.45 ML

0.073± 0.008 0.132± 0.010 1.35± 0.05 −0.015±0.011

Fe/DCA-
(LT) 0.90 ML

0.085± 0.010 0.142± 0.012 1.24± 0.04 −0.021±0.009

Fe/DCA-
(LT) 0.45 ML

0.099± 0.010 0.141± 0.011 1.32± 0.08 −0.021±0.018

Table 6.3: Magnetic moments of Fe/DCA and Fe/Cu systems obtained from the fits
shown in Figure 6.14.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

This thesis focuses on the growth of 2D-MOFs and their electronic and mag-
netic characterization. 2D-MOFs are composed of organic molecules and co-
ordination atoms, that interact with each other forming strong, but reversible
bonds. Such reversibility allows the resulting structures to have a low quan-
tity of defects and long-range order. Different network morphologies can be
achieved by an adequate selection of the building components. The coordina-
tion atoms can provide the networks with interesting properties for applica-
tions, whenever these feature strong SOC or magnetic moments. The network
topography and the components interaction do not only between themselves,
but also with the underlying substrate, can define extraordinary physical prop-
erties of these 2D-MOFs.

Here, 2D-MOFs with 9,10-dicyanoanthracene (DCA) as the only molecular
precursor have been grown and characterized. Such molecules have been com-
bined with different coordination atoms (Fe, Co, Cu) and substrates [Cu(111),
Ag(111), Au(111), Bi2Te3] to form different networks with identical morphol-
ogy. The tailoring of electronic and magnetic properties of such networks by
an appropriate choice of the substrate and coordination atoms is shown along
this thesis. The main conclusions are summarized in the following lines.

Chapter 3 is centered on Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network, which has a specific
theoretical prediction to be an OTI. It is grown forming a long-range ordered,
monodomain and almost defect-free network. In spite of this and of detecting
the network band, topologically protected edge states were not observed. High-
resolution STM images showed slight network distortions, which break mirror
and inversion symmetry. Such lack of symmetry produces the closing of the
network band gaps and prevents the formation of topologically protected edge
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states.

In Chapter 4, seven networks analogous to the one studied in the previ-
ous chapter were reported. They are grown by combining different substrates
[Au(111), Ag(111), Bi2Te3] and coordination atoms (Fe, Co, Cu). The elec-
tronic properties have been studied with respect to the substrate and coordi-
nation atom and their mutual influence. They result to be mainly conditioned
by the coupling intensity between the network and the underlying substrate.
Networks grown on Ag(111) are slightly more decoupled than on Cu(111), but
on Au(111) and Bi2Te3 they are highly decoupled. In all of them, the network
band (multi-band state), where the edge state could be hosted, has been identi-
fied. However, these 1D states are absent in all cases, even when the networks
are highly decoupled from their substrates.

Chapter 5 studies the magnetic properties of the networks coordinated with
Fe and Co on noble metal surfaces [Au(111) and Ag(111)]. Fe+DCA/Au(111)
network results to be a ferromagnet with Curie temperature TC ∼ 35 K and
a strong out-of-plane anisotropy. Importantly, this is the first reported case
of 2D metal-organic ferromagnets, and also a good experimental approach to
the Ising model. Contrarily, the same network formed on Ag(111) presents
almost undetectable magnetic moments at H=6 T, probably due to charge
transfer and 3d charge redistribution effects. Furthermore, Co+DCA networks
present quite isotropic magnetic moments and absence of magnetic collectivity
although beam damage could be masking these results.

Finally, in Chapter 6, Cu+DCA/Cu(111) network is used as template for
nanostructuring metal adsorbates. The evaporation of diluted quantities of
Sm onto it at RT drives to the formation of single Sm atoms superlattices. By
previously forming denser molecular phases, denser Sm superlattices are ob-
tained. However, these structures grow in expense of the underlying network
integrity, that presents defects and periodicity alterations. The same network
was used to nanostructure Fe. In this case, small clusters of 1 − 6 nm2 of
projected area are obtained. These sizes can be tuned by two different prepa-
ration parameters: substrate temperature and quantity of deposited Fe. This
affects their orbital magnetic moment and coercive field, that increase as clus-
ters size decreases. Noteworthy, the nanostructuring of Sm isolated atoms and
Fe nanoclusters are stable at RT, so applications could be envisioned.
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As outlook from this work we can identify several interesting problems that
is worth investigating in the future:

• Experimental generation of OTIs. 2D-MHK lattices should be formed
with large SOC coordination adatoms (such as Pb or Bi). In these MHK
lattices, the minigaps of the multi-band state would be large enough to
prevent their closure even in the presence of small morphological distor-
tions. If that is achieved, case edge states would emerge.

• Generation of extended 2D-MHK lattices on topological insulators or
transition metal dichalchogenides as substrates. These networks have
not yet been achieved on these layered materials since molecules tend to
easily desorb from these substrates. The expected electronic decoupling
that would exist and the intrinsic electronic properties of the substrate
could lead to exciting quantum properties.

• Combination of other rare earth atoms on Fe+DCA/Au(111) to generate
4f - 3d orbital superlattices. The combination of these elements could
be very interesting in terms of their magnetic response. To date no
such systems have been experimentally formed. May be higher Curie
temperatures (TC) could be reached upon these atomic mixtures.

• Exploration of MHK-networks on ferromagnetic substrates. Generating
these lattices on ferromagnetic substrates such as Ni(111) may lead to
interesting magnetic properties on the coordination adatoms.
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Appendix A

Resumen y conclusiones

Esta tesis está centrada en el crecimiento de redes metal-orgánicas bidimen-
sionales (2D-MOFs) y la caracterización de sus propiedades electrónicas y mag-
néticas. Las redes metal-orgánicas están formadas por moléculas orgánicas
y átomos de coordinación, que interaccionan entre sí de manera fuerte pero
reversible. Esta reversibilidad permite que las estructuras generadas tengan
orden a largo alcance con una cantidad muy pequeña de defectos. A través
de una adecuada elección de los componentes se pueden crecer estructuras con
distintas morfologías. Una particularidad de las redes metal-orgánicas es que
los átomos de coordinación pueden dotarlas de algunas propiedades como, por
ejemplo, un alto acople espín-órbita o momentos magnéticos, que son intere-
santes para aplicaciones. Las diferentes morfologías, la interacción entre los
componentes de la red o entre los mismos y el sustrato que los soporta, entre
otros, determinan las propiedades físicas (electrónicas, magnéticas y topológ-
icas) de dichos sistemas. El correcto crecimiento y caracterización de las re-
des metal-orgánicas sin contaminación requiere desarrollar todo el trabajo en
condiciones de ultra-alto vacío.

A lo largo de esta tesis se han crecido y caracterizado redes que contienen
la molécula 9,10-dicianoantraceno (DCA) como único precursor orgánico. Esta
molécula está formada por un antraceno, que facilita su adsorción en la superfi-
cie, y dos grupos ciano a los lados, que proporcionan los enlaces con los metales
de coordinación. Dichas moléculas se han combinado con distintos metales de
coordinación (Fe, Co y Cu) y sustratos [Cu(111), Ag(111), Au(111) y Bi2Te3]
para formar diferentes redes con igual morfología. A lo largo de la tesis se
demuestra cómo la red puede variar sus propiedades electrónicas y magnéticas
a través de una correcta elección de su átomo de coordinación y sustrato. En
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total, la tesis está dividida en 7 capítulos distribuidos como se detalla en los
siguientes párrafos.

El Capítulo 1 comienza con una pequeña introducción histórica sobre el
microscopio de efecto túnel (STM), principal herramienta de trabajo para esta
tesis, así como de los distintos métodos de fabricación utilizados para el creci-
miento de nanoestructuras bidimensionales. Además, se presenta el estado del
arte de las redes metal-orgánicas bidimensionales centrado en la variedad de
morfologías y funcionalidades que se han publicado.

El Capítulo 2 introduce las técnicas experimentales utilizadas a lo largo
de esta tesis. En primer lugar se describen los procedimientos de preparación
de muestras en condiciones de ultra-alto vacío. A continuación, se presentan
las distintas técnicas de caracterización empleadas: difracción de electrones de
baja energía (LEED), dicroísmo circular magnético de rayos X (XMCD), espec-
troscopía de fotoemisión resuelta en ángulo (ARPES) y microscopía de efecto
túnel. De esta última se detallan los principios de funcionamiento, así como
de otras técnicas relacionadas, como la espectroscopía de efecto túnel (STS) o
la obtención de imágenes de alta resolución a través de la funcionalización de
puntas con moléculas de CO.

Algunos estudios teóricos predicen que las redes bidimensionales que con-
tienen sub-redes de kagome y de panal de abeja podrían alojar estados de borde
topológicamente protegidos. En el Capítulo 3 crecemos la red de Cu+DCA,
que cuenta con una predicción teórica específica, sobre un sustrato de Cu(111)
y estudiamos sus propiedades electrónicas a través de técnicas mesoscópicas
(ARPES) y de sonda local (STS). A pesar de generar una red prácticamente
sin defectos con un único dominio, y de detectar la banda de superficie de la
red, no se observaron estados de borde. Funcionalizando la punta del STM con
una molécula de CO se obtuvieron imágenes de muy alta resolución que per-
mitieron detectar roturas de simetría en la red, que están detrás de la ausencia
de dichos estados de borde.

En el Capítulo 4, se presentan siete redes análogas a la estudiada en el
anterior capítulo combinando distintos sustratos [Au(111), Ag(111) y Bi2Te3]
y átomos de coordinación (Fe, Co, Cu). Se han estudiado las propiedades
electrónicas de la red y la influencia que tiene en ella tanto el átomo de co-
ordinación como la superficie que la soporta. La estructura electrónica de las
redes resulta estar condicionada principalmente por la intensidad de la inter-
acción entre la red y el sustrato sobre el que se prepara. Las redes crecidas
en Ag(111) están ligeramente más desacopladas que en Cu(111), pero es en
Au(111) y Bi2Te3 donde se observa un mayor desacople. En todas ellas se ha
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identificado la banda de la red en la que deberían alojarse los estados de borde
topológicamente protegidos. Sin embargo, no se ha detectado un estado de
borde en ningún caso, a pesar de tener algunas de las redes una interacción
mínima con el sustrato.

El Capítulo 5 aborda el estudio de las propiedades magnéticas de las redes
coordinadas con Fe y Co en sustratos de Ag(111) y Au(111). Una particu-
laridad de estas redes es su similitud con distintos modelos teóricos del mag-
netismo que han sido muy estudiados, como el modelo de Ising o de Heisenberg.
A través de medidas de dicroísmo circular magnético de rayos X se obtiene in-
formación de las propiedades magnéticas de un determinado elemento. La red
de Fe+DCA formada sobre un sustrato de Au(111) es un ferromagneto con
una temperatura crítica TC ∼ 35 K y una fuerte anisotropía con eje fácil fuera
del plano, siendo éste el primer caso de ferromagnetismo detectado en mues-
tras metal-orgánicas puramente bidimensionales. Curiosamente, la misma red
generada sobre un sustrato de Ag(111) presenta momentos magnéticos casi
indetectables a H= 6 T, seguramente debido a un efecto de transferencia de
carga y redistribución en los orbitales 3d de la misma. Por otro lado, las re-
des de Co+DCA presentan una menor anisotropía y ausencia de colectividad,
aunque los daños por radiación podrían contaminar estos últimos resultados.

Para completar la caracterización, en el Capítulo 6, utilizamos la red de
Cu+DCA sobre una superficie de Cu(111) como plantilla para el crecimiento de
distintos metales nanoestructurados. Evaporando cantidades muy diluidas de
Sm sobre ella a temperatura ambiente se obtiene una superred de átomos suel-
tos que se posicionan aproximadamente encima de los átomos de coordinación.
Hemos observado que generando fases moleculares más densas se obtienen a su
vez superredes más densas de átomos sueltos de Sm. Sin embargo, estas super-
redes crecen a expensas de la integridad de la red subyacente, que presenta
defectos y una menor simetría cuando es usada como plantilla. Por otro lado,
la misma red se ha utilizado para nanoestructurar Fe. En este caso, se generan
pequeños clústers de 1−6 nm2 de área proyectada, cuyo tamaño se puede ajus-
tar modificando dos parámetros de preparación: la temperatura del sustrato y
la cantidad de Fe depositada. Esto influye en el momento magnético orbital y
en el campo coercitivo de las muestras, que crecen con tamaños decrecientes de
los clústers. Es importante destacar que tanto la nanoestructuración del Sm
como átomos aislados, así como los clústeres de Fe son estables a tempratura
ambiente, lo cual permitiría aplicarlos en dispositivos reales.

La tesis se cierra con el Capítulo 7, donde se exponen las principales con-
clusiones extraídas durante el desarrollo de este trabajo.
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